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(INTRODUCTION]

1'

1
The last several years have created significant
challenges for the language teaching profession,
both in the United States and abroad. Growing

d1smands on learners,' both children and adults, to
acquire proficiency in a second foreign language as
a means of econon4c and social mobility have pre-

sented many educational systems with new and unfore-,

seen responsibilities. At the same time, however,

many foreign language educators are under growing .

pressure to defend prOgrams in the face of declining

enrollments, dwindling resources, and widespread
dismay oGer the failure of large numbers of students
to develop functional ability in a foreign language.

Thus a heightened sense of urgency surrounds
the need to make language instruction as effective
and meaningfUl as possible. The response to these

new challenges has been positive in a number of
ways. Teachers have been receptive to innovative

teaching methodologies. New "materials and tech-

niques have been designed, many for essentially new

language-learning populations. Most of all, per-

haps, teachers have more fully recognized the need
to adapt and,experiment. This more flexible atti-

tude has had an important by-product: It has caused

teachers to raise fundamental questions about what
4 goes on in classrooms. Teachers are newly examining

theirm roles and the roles of their students.
They are asking themselves what, as trained profes-
sionals, they can befit provide for their learners
and what learners themselves can contribute bo the

language-learning process. Oftenrsuch reassessment
of classroom practices has led to efforts to involve

learners more actively in their own and other learn-

ers' Progress. Teachers are nq longer simply paying

4



lip service to the idea of making language instruc-
tion more learner centered. Teachers have realized
that learners themselves are a Largely underused
educational.resource. Indeed, greater direct
involvement of leerners in the educational process
may be critical to thetask of meeting current
-demands for second and foreign language proficiency.
In the classroom, in activities that supplement
classroom instruction, and in settings in which .

formal instruction in a second language is simply
J.

:

not provided, learners are given the opportunity- -
and in some cases relied on--to assume greater
responsibility for their own and their peers'ilearn-

ingt More and more, it appearstlhat peer-involve-
ment in second and foreign language learning i an.

idea whose time has-come. _

In this volume, the term peer involvement s

used to designate what are normally referred to as
"peer teaching" and i"peer tutoring." Although the

65
term is probably easily understood, it might be well
to define it clearly from the outset. .Peer involve- .

meet i the use of learners as models,soUrces of

ih
infor tion, and interadtants for each other in such

t

a say' at learners assume roles and responsibili-
ties normally taken by a formally trained,teacher.. ,

The distinction between peer teaching and peer
tutoring has to do primarily with the stage at which

learners interact with one another. The latter
designates an activity thit in some fashion follows
teacher-led instruction,,whereas the former more

often refers to the interaction etween learners
that substitutes for teacher-pro Vided instruction.
For the purpciees of this: volume, observance of this

',1

terminological distinOtion is not necessary, since
the various examples oat peer interaction will be
easily recognized as "feachin9" or "tutoring." Thus

the more general term, peer involvement, is used. ,.

All too often, the unique benefits that learn-
.

Ars can offer each other have been ignored by lan-

guage educaOrs. In some lang4age-teaching
approaches, all but the most controlled interaction
among learners has been explicitly discouraged.
Now, however, this failure to recognize the contri-
bution that learners can make to each other and to

2
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language teaching is beginning to give way to an
active effort to tap the potential of learners as
teachers and tutors. Active ).evolvement of learners

with each other's progress is increasingly becoming

A planned component of language-teaching programs.
The systematic use of peer teachers and tutors

is a much-publicized practice in contemporary educa-
tion, with good reason: According to a 1978 esti-
.mote, 10,000 cross -age tutoring programs (with
tutors and tutees at different grade levels) had
been opematingi in American public schools during the
previous ten years (Gray, 1978). Many bibliogra-

phies on the subject are several hundred entries,
Peer tutoring has been the subject of several

books'and monographs, particularlylin the areas of

reading and special education. In comparison with
other subject areas, second and foreign language
teaching may appear to have given little attention
to the involvement of peers in the teaching/learning
process: This is a somewhat understandable but
nonetheless unfortunate misconception.

The vie0 is understandable because reports on
peer involvement programs have appeared in a variety
of journals of limited,circulation,each with its
own readership; a great deal of-other potentially
useful information is even less widely disseminated.
This information lag is unfortunate, since 1ozens of
second and foreign language peer involvement pro-
grams have been successfully implemented. In many

iespects, however, the potential for peer involve -

ment in language,learning has had to be discovered
and rediscovered by individual teachers pnd.program
administrators. If the profession were to become

more aware of the peer involvement programs that
have been developed, it might be willing to imple-
ment peer involvement more widely. One of the pur-
poses of this volume, which provides an overview or
peer involvement in language learning, is to bring
peer involvement to the wider attention of .the

language-teaching public.
A number of points 'about peer involvement in

longuige learning are highlighted. First, while

peer involvement progtOms are often in large part a
response to practical needs and realities, they also

3
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closely, reflect (and in some-cases have been speci-

/ically based on.) current views about how a second

or foreign language ia.best,learned. Many of .the

direct benefits of per involvement--an exposure to
language that is tailored td' individual learners'
needs'and abilities, increased opportunities for

genuine communication in the language, the develop-

ment of interpersonal bonds with a peer role, model- -

are among the ingredients considered necessary for a :1

second or foreign language to be acquired, and they* ,

. characterize productive language-learning situa-,

.tions. Many of the byproducts'of participation in

a peer involvement Program, such as increased, moti-*

vition, greater cross - cultural understanding, 'a

stronger self-concept and sense of self-direction,

and reduced inhibitions, are like\lise among_ the ele-

manta that both researchers and practit,io era have
associated with successful language learns s.

A second theme of this overview is tha peer

involvement is widely applicable. Peer-teac ing and

-tutoring programs have been successfully des gned

for young children, for adolescents, and for' ults.

They have been implemented for learners at all

le'vels of instruction, from beginning to advan ed.

In many cases, the same program is intended, toeseve
the needs%of groups of learners at very diffepint

levels of proficiency.- Peer knvolvemept is as

applicable to foreign language-learning as it is to

second language learning. It has been used success -

fully-in settings where teachers, materials, and

other resources are abundant as Well as'in settings

in which little, and in some cases nb, conventional

classroom tnstructionds possible. Peer involvement

programs have also been designed for a ride'varietY

of purpoaes. One basic purpose is to piovide an.

4lterndtive to the "lock-step" nature (of classroom

instruction, peer involvement programs allow for
differential pacing and more individualized activi-

ties. 'In many cases, per involvement activities

essentially provide supplementary piactice with

material preseht0 initially lit the classroom.
Another basic purpose of peer -involvement is to pro-

vide language-learning activities for which the

classroom is inappropriate. Mdny peer involvement

4
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programs are aimed primaril at creating,conver-

sation opportunities for ea ners; such programs

'enable learners to UQS ills they areolibquiring

in meaningful, goal-directed acttvity. Other

programs have stilrother,'someUmes'more
Purposes, such as.training lealrners to correct their'

peers' written work and to learn ,from the correc-
-tions of their relic* learners.

In many cases, thisTedagogical aspect of a peer.

'involvement program is secondary'to the social and
yoychplogical etfegts. Many peer'involvement'
programs in second language learning are extensions
of the "buddy" system or the "big rother"/"big
sister"-system; among eir primary goals is the

establishment o ionships between second

language Learners and fluent 'peers. The importance
of proViding social and affective support for the
young language learner has been widely recognized;
itsis also at the heart of programs for .uni'versity
students and adults who are paired' with a fluent or

pative speaker. In foreign language learning,.
learners at different 'levels of instruction are

often paired in a peer involvement program. Along

with the many benefits such program can have for
the more advanced learners, there is the benefit for

eth-less advanced learners of interacting regularly
with peers whom they might wish to emulate. Such

interaction gives the less, advanced learners, visible
evidence that their language-learning goals are in
fact attainable, increasing their motivation and

determination. In all of the program types men-

tioned here, the potential for heightening cross-
chltural understanding for all participants is
widely kecognized; in some situations, systematic
interaction between a language learner and a native
speaker provides an experience that large and often
impersonal whole-class instruction cannot.

To be successful, peer involvement programs in
language learning must be thoughtfully planned,

carefullyetructured, and syetemutioally monitored.
This basic point is stressed throughout this volume.
The hope is that teachers and program administrators
who read this volume will want to explore further
the possibility of increasing the active involvement

5
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of their own stUdehs in each other's work and that,
ifollowing the models described in this volume,' they

adapt what has been done to their own particu-

.1ar needs and resources. New models of peer

involvement will thus be created.

1.2
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[CHAPTER 1 THE CHANGING ROLES ("IF TEACHERS AND
_

LEARNERS)

411

0.

.r

Research in language acquisition has not yet suc-
ceeded in explaininsOully how people acquire a .

second or foreign Language.' The field is in its

infancy; and many aspects, of language acquisition'

indeed remain difficult to investigate.. .,Several
years' of intensive investigation, however, have
yielded a general understanding of the process of

e'rnonprimary language acquisition. In addition, car-
tain myths about what is and is not crucial' in
learning a second or foreign language have been
dispelled:

One such myth, which still has wide currency
among the general public,.18 that all that is
necessary for second lafiguag16 learning is sufficient
exposure. It is true, of course, that,people do not
learn a second language without being exposed, to it.
People.cannot wake up one morning in community X .

speaking the language of community Y. But simple

exposure to the language of community Y does not
ensure that the.language.will be acquired. The idea

that some individuals "have a knack" for picking up
a language also belongb toipopular mythology; it is
virtually without support from Ipangiage acquisition
research. Unlike viruses, languages are not con-
tagious. A perspn a6gutres a language largely as a
rimalt of hamang,intetabted and communicated
thaeningfully with more flIOnt speakeesof the new 4
language.

The opportunity to uee the language being
acquited in order to communicate iselong with
several related factors'a basic conditiod for
second or foreignclangwage learning. ,.'thong the.
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related factors listed by Dulay, Burt and Krashen
(1982) are

the haturalnesti

- learners are exposed;
should be directed tow
rather than exemplifyi
form;

of the langu ge to which
hat is, the nguage heard
rd communicating meaning
a particular linguistic

/1". the availability of concrete referents; that-
is, the importance, par icularly for beginninor

. language learners,.of ice that 'are physically and
temporally salient (often called the "here-and-now"
principle), so that learners have "Itismal'aids,
motor activities, and other ..,. types of support to
help make the meaning of the new language clear"
(rp . 2(t), and

accessibility of target language peer models;
in other words, the opportunity to interact with
speakers to whom learners will be attentive and from
whom learners derive suitable affective support;
Dulay, Burt and Krashen (1982) summarize research
that suggests a preference for the variety of the
langUage spoken by one's own ethnic group and, what

,7

is e n more important for the present 'discussion, a
prefe eilce for peers over both teachers and parents.

Observation of what typically takes place in
the second or foreign language, classroom will reveal
that in many ways it is fai'-f44 an ideal environ-
ment for language acquisition. This is not to
suggest, that most teachers would not wish it to be
otherwise; nor is it to imply that classrooms do not
provide a great, deal that is useful. Rather, it is
in the nature of large-group instruction under the
control of the dominant figure of the teadhernthat
the necessary conditions for language acquisition
will generally fail to exist. In some, ways, tradi-

tional Large-group instruction is insufficient for
learners! needs; in others, it is inappropriate for .

language acquisition. These points can be.more'
fully Understood through a brief overview of the
structure of the conventional language classroom.

14
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WHOLE -GROUP LANGUAGE INSTRUCTION:
THE RULES OF THE GAME

TheAqpical pattern of, activity in the Language
classroom is in many reelects lfttle-distinguishable
fro") classroom activity in general. It is a pattern

. that has 'a long history in education, one that hai
largely resisted, at now, repeated calls
for reform, ,It centers on'a stream of verbal behav-
ior, and is founded owe clearly drawn and carefully
maintained role distinction between poacher and
learner. These partidipants are aisined the.domin
nant and subordinate roles, respective4, in A
relationship that strongly shapes the e nts in a

typical claisroom. In most classrooms, is rola-

... ,tionship is forcefully expressed by the ttern of

cllassroom activity as well as+ by the teach,r's

Indium or the familiar image of a teacher s nding

in front of a group,ct seated°Learners.
language classroom, the relationship may be iren

# more clearly delineated by the linguistic inelquality
between teacher and learner, which is often a basic
fact ,around which classroom activity revolves.' The
language classroom 6an be effectively portrayed by
posing and answering the following questions ab ut.
how verbal interaction is managed.

Who Talks?

All interaction requires a minimum of two par-
ticipants. In the language clapsroom, both teacher,

and learners participate. The amount of partipipa-,,
tion differs greatly for the teacher and learners,
however; this is one of deny effects of the teacher- ;
centered nature of language classroom interaction,
as well as claesrOom interaction in general.

Stuees dating as far back as the beginning of
this century provide evidence of the disproportion-
ate amountof talking teachers do in'claserooms..
Whether measured in terms of time, total number 'of

lines of a tape transcript, average length of speak-
ing,turn, or in'any other way, teachers do. about

9
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two-thirds of the talking,in a classroom. Little

evidence has beetticcumulaled to suggest that
efforts to make student' Are active in the class-

-- roorvand to have them rticipate more directly in

thi",14arning process hove had dny Significant effect4

in 'changing the proportton of their verbal partici-4
pation in the classrqoi;

For Language teachinge'the conclusion is obvi-,
oust \ Learners open& eM great deal' of time listening

to their teacher, an to a much lesser extent to,

other learners. Th larger the class, the more .

likely it will be at any one learner's speaking

time wili"conStitute an insignificant proportion of
the totarclass time.

About What?
.

The teacher-centered. nature'of ciassroom .
interaction involves more than the disproportionate
amount of talking teachers do. Even more reflective

of the dominance of the teacher in the 'classroom is
the typical way in which speaking turns and tasks
are managed. Teachers and learners have definite
interactional roles; the teaching / learnj.ng sequence

proceeds by a series of, speaking turns -Initiated by

the teacher,'as in the following exchange:

T: Now let's go over the antonyms.
What's the opposite of light.?

L: Dark.

T:' Right.

When'the teacher sayi, "Now let's go over the
antoninns," a task is.being Bet. The teacher is

structuring a particular teaching/learning episode
(such sentences have in fact been labeled ."Struc-

.
turing moves" (Bellack, Kliebard, Nyman, & Smith,

1966)). In principle,. such moves can be made bk any

of the participants. in a verbal exchange. In normal

conversation, people constantly structure and
-restructure the discourse. Sometimes restructuring

is explicit, as when someone says, "Let's change the

10
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'subject ". or, "Not,tha't this has anything to do with

it, but ...." Sometimes it is moreindirect, as in,
"By the way, what do you think about ...?" or "Yes,
well, what else happAned on your vacation?"

If classrooms, however, task-setting (and the
structuring moves tOtt accomplish this) is virtually
the exclusive property of teachers. It is teacher
who says, "Open ybur books to page 45" aid, "Today
we're going to review the irregular past tense forms
we've been studying," The reason for this is evi-
dent:, setti"bg the task is essentially +a matter of
topic control. What is talked about in the class-, .

room -and in a Larger sense what takes'plabe in the
'classroom--is traditionally the responsibility of
the teacher, who must implement the syllabus of. the

course. The teacher's job is to mediate between the
syllabus and ,the learners, and this is 'done most
efficiently when the teacher has firm.cOntrol of the

interaction.
Indeed, classroom episodes such as.the follow-

ing, in which a learner (V1) ma:4es a structuring*
move, are quite infrequent; when they 'do occur they

seem exceptional:

I _LAIL-

T: But, this is related to the moth but it's
usually more beautiful. It has many
colors, and it's, it's a very lovely ...
insect. Is .it an insect? Yeah? O.K.,

Li: You don't know what's butterfly?

L2: I'm sorry, I don't ...

T: WelI now ...

Li:. You know that on I could
you 'know. I found one in

Ts You found a butterfly in

Ll: Yeah..

T: Really?

4
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In this episode, the learner attempts to con-
tinue the discussion on the topic of butterflies, a
'topic that had arisen more r less unexpectedly.
Noteworthy are.the teacher's attempt to regain
control of topic ("Well, now ...") and the learner's
refusal to acknowledge it. In many language class-

rooms, opportunities for learners' to vie with teach-

ers for control of topic are limited or nonexistent;

even when such opportunities exist, learners genv-
.allY play by the, rules of

of
language oolassroom

game, which place control of tdpis firmllt with the

teacher. Thus, what is talked about is overwhe0-"
ingly almaiter foetAe teacher to decide. r-''

, .,

On

Accarding'to What Pattern? . :.

1.

Another way in which interaction in the lan

guage classroom corresponds to that of classrooms
in'general-!and,alio:Aistinguishes interaction in
the classroom from what.. is found in the mOre.natural
linguistic environment- -lies in the pattern of par -

ticipation. As mentioned earlier, teachers and
learners have clearly different conversational

4 role's.. It is the teacher who sets or structures the
bask. .Having done this,, the teacher then sets the

interistional exchange into motion 139 makfng what!"

has 'been called a "soliciting" or "initiating" move.
This mdve is generally in the form of a question,
such as, "What did you do last night?" or; "What is

v the boy doing in the iiIrst picture?" Sometimes the.

Move takes the form of an imperative, as in, "Tell
me how many .chairs there are in the picture" or,

"Repeat after'id: 'There are red flowers in the
vase.", In ,either case.,' the purpose of this turn is
to elicit some verbal response' from a learnerk(or,

in cases in Which'unison responses, are part of the
teaching procedures, from the learners as a group).

?. Many researchers have noted the irresistible

force of asking questions. In Western culture,
questions demand responses; refusing to respond to QP
an initiating Rove cremes considerable social ten

Ilion.' The authority of the teacher adds to'the
intrinsic power of the question form, and so ques-

4 12
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Lions are an extremely effective means of setting4
classroom interaction into motion.

The next move is' the learner's; the learner

must respond to the solicitation. This move is

-followed by a final speaking turn by the teacher,
who reacts to (aften'by evaluating) the learner's

response. Thus, the pattern of participation is as

follqws: The teacher sets the task and asks a
question (or in some other way elicits a learner's
verbal participation); the learner makes a response;
and the. teachp .reacts 'to the learner's response.
/he following episode reflects this. basic patterR of

.classroom recitation: ,

T: NoW, let's review. I'll

give you a sentence, and
you pet it into past tense.
."Mr. Smith eats breakfast."

Maria?

L: "Mr. Smith ate breakfast."

T: Good.

Structure

Response

Reactilon

The final part of the classroom teaching/learn-
ing cycle is important to note, since it is one of

the most distinctive elemeqts of classroom inter-

actithin. In ordinary conversation, one speaker
typically reacts to what the other speaker has just

said; indeed, it is by this means that conversations

are sustained. Speakers indicate their agreement or

disagreement with what-their partner has just slid,

or react with surprise .or.dome other emotion to, what

they have just heard. Often, a reaction.can be
followed up with another question to find out more
about what the other speaker thinks or feels about a

topic; other times, a.speaker can simply make a
reacting move and allow the other speaker to hold

the floor. Two things are special' about the
reacting move in thi language classroom. First, it

is made almost exclusively by one participant (the

teacher). Second, evaluation is based on criteria
that are different from those that apply to ordinary
conversations. this is so largely as a result of

13
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the goals toward which language instruction is con-

ventionally dUnctedi

For What Purpose?

The structure of language dlassroom interaction

sketched so far reflects' the structure of classrooms

in general. Distinguishing the language classroom

are the following two goals toward which Language

teaching has traditionally, been directed.

Maximising overt practice. Many lihguage

teachers have been trained to stress the development

of aural-oral skills. For many, such skills are

best developed by maximizing the verbal participh-

tion of learners. The more verbally "active" learn-

Ars are, the more proficient they win. become in

understanding and producing speech. Thus,' the ideal

classroom has often been thought to be the one in

which the greatest amount of verbal "activity" takes

place. Teachers have been admonished to avoid

"down" time in classrooms and to ensure 'that class-

room interaction, is as "efficient" as possible; that

Ps, involving a rapid succession of speaking turns

so that the greatest number of learners can partici-

pate the greatest number of times.

.)

Stressing forMel'accuWmg. The traditional
importance that has been placed on the ability to

produce structurally, correct utterances in the

target language has come inweasingly under attack

in debates about language -teaching goals and metho-

dology. The problem, say critics, is that in the

Wort to have learners pioduce grammatically
correct language, classroom interaction-is created

that is strikingly lacking in real communication ct

meaning. The questions learners are asked in class

serve a very'diffetent function from questions

people ask outside the classroom. While referential,

,questions- -that is, questions to which the speaker

does not know the answers in advance--predominate in

14



ordinary language use, display questionspat is,
questions whose overriding purpose is to have learn-

ers produce informatiqh already known to the akker--

oar' the dominant quesgion type in the classroom.
Such questions make learners attend to'the forms

they use to respond and require relatively little

/ attention to content. Thus, the reacting moves

that teachers make to learners' responses in the

classroom are typically directed less to the content

(the meaning) of the responses than to their formal

(linguistic) accuracy.
a:

With. What-Effect!,ori Different Learners?

Anyone who has taught --and indeed anyone who

has observed classrooms..-has been struck by differ-

ences in'the way learners, respond to the classroom

and in the way they participate in classroom activ-

ity. Several factors-account for the way learners

participate in the classroom. The principal factors

are the following.

Motivation. Much has been made of the impor-

tance o attitudes and motivation in language learn-

ing. These ar4 difficult variables to measure, and

it is this obstacle that has most seriously hindered

progress in understanding their role inflanguage

learning. Nonetheless, it is safe to assume that

students with positive attitudes about the language

and the people"who'apeak it, and who have a strong

desire to be able to use the language proficiently,

are more likely to participate fully in whatever

classroom experience with the Language is available.

The importance of attitudes for classroom lan-

guage learning is shown by research such as
Gardner's (1968) study of 'Navajo children learning

English., Gardner found that students' Attitudes

,toward English classes reflected their general attiT.

tudes about the Anglo community, and the degree to

which they felt they had access to it. Other stud-

ies (see, for example, Lambert
)
& Tucker, 1972;

Saville-Troike,* 1976; Schumann, 1978) have pointed
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up the interplay of parental, attitudes, community
attitudes, and the attitude .of learfiers.toward, the
target language and community.

Individual students' performanCe In the .language.
classroom is very often a carry-over Of the atti-
tudes that shape their use of the language outside ,

the classroom. Exploratory research by Selller
(1977), for example, suggests that learners Who seek'
out contact with speakers of the target. language
outside 'he classroom tend to participate more.ac-
tively ai the classroom.

f 7

Ethnic styis: Learners from Aifferept ethnic
and culturhl may respond differently to.i-
the traditional larg group instruc' ion that, is

widely taken for granted. As several studies
,

(Boggs, 1974 Dumont, 19721 Philips, 1972) have sug-
gested, failure to recognize such differences may
lead to serious cross-cultural misunderstandin9 and
make the classrooM,skperience even Igas effective.
One recent study (Sato, 1982),has demonstrated quite

forcefully thatp the factor of ethnic style op,
create a vicious cycle in the classroom. Nineteen
Asian and 12 non-Asian students in two intermediate
English-as-a-seconeWlanguage university classes were

'compared. The AsOlikatudents responded to "general
solicits" (that is, soliciting moves by the teacher
directed to no particular student) signifiCantly
Less frequently\than the non-Asians. Sato (1982)
also found that the two teachers called on the Asian
learners (that is, made "personal solicits") .signif-
icantly less often than they called oh the non-
Asians. It was concluded that the relatively
greater reticence of the Asian students to respond
to general solicitsto-compete for a speaking turn
--may have caused their teachers to perceive them as
unwilling to participate and so call on them less
often. Thus, students who, as a result of their
ethnic style, did not avail themselves fully of the
opportunity for speaking turns in class and Who
chose to rely on teacher-allocated turnspersonal
solicitswere deprived to some degree of even that
opportunity for classroom Participation..
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Personality factors. Like attitudes and moti-

vation, personality variables have proven extremely
difficult to investigate rigorously. However,

empirical evidence supports anecdotal observations
of the importance of particular personality traits
in language learning. In the language classroom,
factors such as self-esteem, inhibiltionimpasiv-
ity, and self - confidence- -to name only A few- -

correlate to some extent with What learners derive .
or fail to derive from the traditionaljanguage
classroom. What has made it especially difficult to
reach conclusionw about the role of these factors,
however, is the nonlinear relationship that seems to
exist between many of these variables and classroom
performance or achievement

It is important to- recognize. that 'these fac.:.

tors, as well as others (for example, "cognitive
style") , cause learners to respond differently to
conventional large-group language instrdction. They

shape learners' participation in the classroom and
the perceptions learners develop on the basis of

their classroom experience.

THE LIMITATIONS OF TEACHER-CENTERED,
LARGE -GROUP.INSTRUCTION

Following is a list Of the potential short-
comings) both immediate and longer term, of teacher-
centered, Whole-group instruction.

Failure to Provide for the Individual Needs
of LearnersA

The tendency of large-grow teaching to. proceed
at a more or less predeterminefratethrOugh course
material will fail to accommodate all learners

equally well. Some students will lose interest in
activitilits'they have alriady.mmis'teredx others will

haVe difficulty` keeping up with the rest of the

class. .-

17
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Inhibiting Effect of Public Natufe of
Whole-Class Instrodtion

Classrooms produce what'Barnes (1973) calls an
"audience effect": .The pressure orhaving toper-
form in front of a large group of fellow students
,and the dominating figure of a teacher prevents "many
students from taking full advantage of the learning
opportunities available.

Decreased Appropriateness of '."Language

lige" Activities 4 4'

SY4thelr very nature, activities that require
.st9dents to use the target' anguage for real or
simulated communication cannot bei-ccintrolled in the
same way that a teacher can regulate mechanical,

'skill- getting" drills. The speed with which stu-
.' dents perform communicative language taskscannot be

controlled; nor, can' the teacher control the ways in.
which learners will use their aapired knowledge of
the .language in communicative activities. Further-
more,.tne public nature of classroods already man-
tionea tends to make any atteM t at communication
inauthentic; students tend to eel that they are

1
playing at communication, rather than actually using
the language purposefully. ,

Insufficient Opportunity to Learn
to Manage Discourse

In hei review of the implications of discourse
analysis for classroom teaching, Kramsch (1981) sum-

-.

marizes.the findings of Maival critics of, conven-
tional clasiroom instruction' as follows: In the

classroom, learners have limited opportunities to
engage in "natural" dtdcourse. Conversational
fluency requires more than an ability to iespond to
questions and occasionally to report or describe ,

information. It requires competence in the manage-

ment of discourse (Candlin, 1976). Students haVe to

learn to signal a desire for a speaking turn, to

18
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extend discussion ofia topic or to change topics, to
clarify meaning, to repair conversational break-

N downs, and 'to comment on.a previous speaker's turn.
In addition, students must learn,to manage discourse
in ways that speakers of the target language will
find acceptable.-

Insufficient Opportunity of .Learners
to. Manage Their Own Learning

At some-point, classvpm instruction in a
linguage must end, and students mush be able to make
further pr6gress on their own..Teachers. recognize
this fact; it is why a primvy-overalltioal %oda-
cation is to'help.students "learn how ,f..0 learn."

In reality, however, whole-group, teacher-
centered instruction often produces quite a differ-

ent effect. Allwright (1979) cited the following

ways /in which the conventional second or foreign
language classroom prevents learners from taking
adequate responsibility for their own learning.

Frustration. Often learners are prevented from
discovering what they believe will best enhance
their own learning. Students have different learn-
ing styles, and unless opportunities exist for
learners and their teacher to discover how learning
can best be managed,,many learners will eventually
feel frustrated.

.

Spoon-feedvig. This practice can be roughly

described as "doing for learners what they could
more profitably do for themselves" (pp. 112-13).

For example, "it is possible to frustrate a learner

1)y providing a rule' .or an explanation when the
learner really believes ... that he or she will .

learn best by being given'an opportunity to work it .

out independently" (p. 110). The problem of spoon-

feeding goes beyond this, howeirer. In .presenting

the language' in small4doses, by focusing learners`'
attention on. form rather than on meaning, and by
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judging learner performance.primarily (if not exclu
sively) on the criterion of formal accuracy, large- '.

group, teacher-centered instruction can create the

illusion that what learnersWill'need to be able to
do with the lan0age outside the classroom being

adeguatelyCdealt with in the clissroom. This prob-

lem may. be particulatly acute for younger foreign
11.

language learners,- whoin most bases will not have
access to the target community and who therefore
have little way of knowing what. the deMande of nor-

malmal language U96 are.
X

Demoralization. A learliet Whose expectations
become lower than his or her abilities would .other-
wise indicate is said to be demoralized. Demor-

alization is easily bred in learners who believe
that their potential contribution to their own and
others' learning is undervalued.

Dependence-breeding. Another effect of
teacher-centered instruction is dependence on the
teacher as an "expert,". This effect is' insidious,

since everything a teacher may do to maintain high ,

morale in class, to sustain student interest, and to
make material easily understood may also cause
learners to become, unknowingly, "so dependent on
the': teacher that, without him (i.e., in 'real-life')
they are, literally, helpless, like package tour
customers who have lost their (tour guide)" (p. 12).

Vo

PATTERNS OF PEER INVOLVEMENT

There is almost endless variety in peer $n7

volvement programs. Because peer teaching and'
tutoring programs are normally developed to meet
,specific needs,of particular students in a par-'
ttcular setting, no two peer inyolvement programs

o are ever exactly the same.,...,Nonetheless basic models

4
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:or patterns of peer involvement in education can be

identified.
A"basic distinction involves the-telative age

or grade level of the peerl?orticipants. "Same-age"

programs Are those,. in Which.00.Drs and tutees are at

the same grade level. A basic.pattern of same -rage

tutoring is intraolass.tutoring,1 which involves
students assisting one another within their own

oleos. In a larger program, students in one class
might work with et dents from another class at the

same level. k ipso

Several variations of the intraclass pattern
erejossible; each has particular adtiantages for

"diferent situetionst A

students in .an in4h less program may be ran-

domly paired or-aseOped to groups;

students ma be allowed to select ireidual
partners.to work with or .form small groups y them-.

selves; or

students may be paired or assigned to groups .

acc4ding to certain crjteria. Sex, race, personal-

ity, socioeconomic level, and achievement level are

all variables on which pairing and grouping proce-

dures have been based (fbr example, high-achieving

Students may be paired with students with learning

difficulties, or Students with different personality

traits may be deliberately paired).

The other basic type of peer teaching and

tutoring is the "cross-age" program. /n such pro-

grams, tutors and tutees are at different grade

levels; the age difference between tutors and tutees

may range from one to several years.
One of the most common patterns of cross-age

peer involvement is intergrade tutoring. One

example of intergrade tutoring is when upper-grade

elementary students serve as tutors for students, in

the primary grades. Although there ore exceptions,
Antergrade tutoring programs usually involve tutors

1 he terms used here are taken from Melargnos (1976).
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at least three years older (three grade levels

above) their tutees.
In.intersonool tutoring, learners at the junior

or senior high school level may work with elemen-
.

tary-level students. The age differential between
tutors and tutees in this type Of program is often

no greater than in intergrade tutoring. Interschool

tutoring, however, often presents more challenging

practical difficulties than intergrade programs,

since it often involves students in different build-
,.

ings with different daily schedules.
In some interschool progia

IT
, students from

different educationdl systems y be involved in a

peer teaching or tutoring project. In a program

(Martin & Berke, 1980) described later in this vol-

ume (iee pp. 72-73), bilingual Spanish-English ..

undergraduate tudents in science and engineering

taught scienc4 to Spanish-dominant elementary. stu-

denta (K-8) enrolled in a transitional bilingual

educational program. .

A third basic pattern of cross-age peer in- ,

volvement is informal tutoring, in which older stu-

dents supervise or participate with younger students

in out -of - classroom activities. This kind of peer

involVement often grows out IF intergrade tutoring,

but it need riot. Examples.of informal tOkoring are

the "buddy system" or "big brother"/"big sister"

programs that many schools have developed to provide

for students with social, behavioral,- or other non-
.

academic difficulties.
Peer involvement in language. learning can-be

described,to some extent, but not completely, in

terms of these basic patterns. lgtatement is

particularly, true for second language earning

because learning second.language is not the same

as learning oontent,eublicts. In other subject-

areas, skills can be roughly correlated :with grade

levels Sixth 'graders tend to have greater skill in

mathematics than third graders do. Proficiency in a

nonnative language, however, is not.diractly con-
nected with age (grade level) to the same extent.

While students at any grade level may. differ con-

siderably in their academic,ability,°the. difference

is generally not so' great as the difference between
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native speaker of a language and a learner of the
same age with limited proficiency in the Language.

As a result, peer involvement programs in
language learning should consider both'the age of
participants and their level of proficiency.. A peer

tutoring program in Which native speakers tutor
second language learner agg peer is'not identical
to same-age tutoring programs in content areas.
Conversely, second language clam* are often made
up of learners of different ages, and the in-class .

peer involvement activities that are designed should

be based more on the shared level bf proficiency of
the students than wage differences, among them.
For these reasons and others, in describing basic
patterns of peer involvement in ,second and foreign
l*nguage learning, the terms "same7level" and
"cross-level" ("level" referring to proficiency in
the target Language):are used.

Table-1.1 lists patterns of peer involvement in
second and foreign language learning and explains
how the various patterns should be understood.
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SAME-LEVEL

Intraclads (designed for use within a second or
foreign language classroom; all participants are
learning the same target language and are at
about the same level of proficiency.)

NNS-NNS

CROSS -LEVEL

Same age (fluent speakers of the target language
serve as peer teachers or tutors for age peers
with limited proficiency in the Languages an
example for second language learning is the use
of peer tutors with students of limited profi-
ciency who have been mainstreamed, while in
foreign language learning the use of interna-
tional students atvpeer tutors is an example.).

NS -NNS

Intergrade (older,., generally more proficient
students teach or tutor younger learners.)

NNS-NNS or NS-NNS'

Reciprocal (two groups of learners, each flUent in
one language and each with limited proficiency in
the language of thl, other group, serve alter-
nately as peer teachers or tutors for students in
the other group.)

NNS-NS

"Informal" (more fluent, generally older,' learners
engage in activities with less fluent learners -----
that are primarily intended. to help the less pro-
ficient learner intevate socially and academic-
Ally intone school sitting; less explicitly built
around language development activities.)

NNS-NNS or NS-NNS .

Table 1.1. Peer involvement patterns in second and
foreign language learning.

Note: 'NS native or fluentespeaker; NNS ma learner,.
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(CHAPTER 2 PEER INVOLVEMENT IN,THE CLASSROOM)

S.

In this chapter, same-level, intraclass peer 4- .

volvement activities are examined, :These'activi-
ties, for'students in the same classroom and at the

same level of instruction, are relatively easy to
design and involve considerably less procedural'
planning than cross-level peer involvement.

Some activities can be used.for peer'teaching
or tutoring in the traditional sense, Ouch as having

students serve as "respondents, informed sources or
monitors" (Kohn ,& Vajda, 1975) for each other. In

such Beer - mediated activities, one or more students
take on a role that is.ordinarilt 'assumed by the
teacher. More advanced students--or students who .

hive learned a particular teaching point especially
well--work in pairs or small groups with less

advanced students. Another possibility is for paiis

of students to alternate as "teacher" and."learner.'"
Other activities can be more suitably thought of as
opportunities for students to learn cooperatively
through their participation in a peer-directed
activity. Through students'.participation in activ-

ities such.as games and problem-solving tasks, and
through efforts to communicate meaning through the
target language, learning can take ,place despite the
absence of a "teacher" or surrogate.

Peer involvement activities in the second or
foreign language clapsroom can alsO be citegorized
according td the role they play in the overall
classroom teaching and learning process. Some are

intended for periodic use in the classroom, as an
Occasional change of pace or supplement to irOntal,

teacher - directed activity. Others are ongoing in
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nature and are a central feature of classroom orga-

nization and the classroom learning procesp. In'

both cases, but particularly in the event that peer
involvement activities will be used extensively in
the classroom, these activities offer important

benefits; at the same time hoWever, they demand

that teachers reconcile themselves to playing a
somewhat different role than they are normally

accustomed to in,whole.;class activity under their

immediate direction.
Even when they constitute a modest proportio$

of overall classroom activity, periodic peer teach-
ing and tutoring activities can provide a number of

benefits. All students enjoy variety in the clasg-
roc", and the opportunity to interact with peers can

relieve the monotony of whole - class, leacher-

directed work. Even the most inspirational of
teachers can become a numbing force in the classroom

if students are exposed to nothing'other than

teacher-led drills and exercises. In addition,

there will inevitably be times when, despite the
obvious need for additional practice, teachers will
feel cpmpelled to move on to new material; addi-
tional practice:that whole-class teaching cannot
provide economically can often be derived much more
efficiently from pair and 'small-group work.
knallyvveter-led activities, even if used only

occasionally, may be the best vehicle for"stimu-

lating communication in';'the target language; ,com-
municating with peers ii a,natural--more "authentic"
--setting for the use,of language, and students who

are reluctant to perf drm in front of an entire
classroom may be quite willing to express themselves

to a,. fellow langtloge learner.
As an integral part at second or foreign lan-.

guage'classroom activity, peer teaching iffa tutoring

provide these state benefits, along with other. advan-,

tages. Learners come to rely on their seers and

develop a sense of responsibility to their peer
partners or group. Pair and grodp activities can
help wean learners from excessive dependence on the

teacher. Some activities, such as peer correction'

and proofreading, can develop types of abilities and
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'awareness that learners all too often abdicate to
the teacher..

It mutt be pointed .(J however, that the very'

nature of peer involvement activities makes it dif-
. ficult--and in many cases impopsible-or teachers

to 'monitor everything that takes place. in the class-

room. Much of the initial resistance of teachers
to learner-directed work stems from' the fear of

. losing. control of the classroom, Nothing seems to
express this general fear better than the frequent
criticism that pier -led activity will generate too
.many errors and will produce too much mislearning.

This criticism is not totally invalid, but it
is Much.less accurate than many teachers might
suspect. First of all, errors are not so'univer-
salAy dealt with in teacher-centered instruction as
mdny ,teachers believe; no teacher can simultaneously
monitor the performance of each of 30 or more stti-

dents in 'unison work; furthermore, research has
shown that even when teachers detect errors, they do
not always choose to treat them. Most error treat-

ment fin. large-group instruction is selective; teach-

ers use'a large number of. unconscious criteria to
.decide what errors to correct and what errors to
ignore. .Thus, to characterize teacher-directed
instruction as activity in. which errors are uni-
formly. dealt with, and peer-led activity as fertile
ground for the production and spread of incorrect
performance, is to create a false dichotomy.

$14 A tecond,point to be made in this regard is
that many effective peer-directed activities are of
a highly controlled nature. One widely used form of
peer tutoring in the classroom As pair work in Which

a somewhat more proficient student drills a less

profidient learner. The "tutor" leads the "tutee".

in exercises f which answers are provided. The

more proficient
oF

learner in each pair, then, can pro-
vide for the lets proficient learner precisely what
the teacher provides, but in amore intensive-form
than any one teacher can possibly provide to each
of a dozen or more students who need focused, manip-
ulative practice.

For those more communicative activities in
wpich errors are more likely to occur and An which
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identification and treatment . of errors are more dif7

ficult, the production of errors and breakdowns in
communication must be accepted by teachers as an
inevitable sconsequence of learners' attempts to use
the language. Thistieenot to say that concern for
formal accuracy should be entirely ignored; as has
recently been recognized (see, for example, Higgs &
Clifford, 1982), attention must be given to both
fluency and accuracy in the classroom. Nonetheless,

the acceptance of communicative proficiency as a
goal of language classroom instruction entails an
acceptance on ell part of teachers that students'
attempts to use their developing language Ability
cannot take place without occasipnal,' and sometimes.
'frequent, erroFe. "This fact, however, is not unique
to peer-lid activity; it is a product of the kind of
activity in which students are involved, and'much
less the result of a teacher's presence or absence.

In summary, peer involvement in the classroom
has the following advantages:

It can provide increased practice oppor-
tunities. Students working in pairs or groups can
receive more intense pradtice with the language than

'students who must compete for practice opportunities
in teacher-directed drill work;

It is a time-efficient means of exposing 'stm7
dents to activities in which the teacher does not
play an indispensable roles,

It is a more appropriate format for many
activities involving communication in the language;
there is, as Russo (1983) puts it, an "inherent com-.
munication bias of grouping"; and

It 'fosters students' reliance on themselves
and.other learners and thus prepares students for
the responsibilities in language development that
they will confront in the. community outside the
classroom.

In the next section, sample activities that
encourage peer involvement are discussed. Activi-
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ties are divided into three categories: pair work,

small -group work, and activities in which one or
more students interact with the rest of the class.

It should be pointed out that for reasons of
space, only a few sample activities are suggested
for each category. These are to be regarded as
illustrative of what can be done; by no means do
they exhaust the range of possibilities. In addi-

tion, the focus 14e, with some exceptiohs, on peer
involvement activities that can be used as is or

4 adapted to lower levels of instruction, since it is
with beginning and lower-intermediate students that
teachers tend to rely on frontal, whole-class
instruction and fail to consider the possibility of
peelbediated, peer - directed activity.

PAIR WORK

Pair work can be a highly effective format for
intensive practice with specific points of, grammar

and vocabulary. When it is done in the classroom,
it is most productive when done for short periods of

time.. For example, students might be.paired for a
few minutes at the beginning of a class to drill
each other on material aovered in the previous
lesson or to review dialogues. The same pairings
can be kept for a period of time, or students can

have a new partner for each class according to e

rotation system.
The Dyad Learning Program (Pack; 1977) is a set

of materials for ESL students that suggests how peer

tutoring can bi used in conjunction with tightly
controlled, teacher-determined goals and activities
for intensive work in grammar. These, materials can

be put to a number'of different uses: They can be

used in class by all students in the early stageW of
instruction, they can be used by students Who need,

remedial, ecommunicative practice with theopesic
grammatica l elements of English, or they can be used
for out-of-class reinforcement (in' the latter cue,
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providing a much, more interactive alternative to
language lab drill).

The materials focus' on three areas of diffi-
culty for ESL learners: prepositions, pronouns and
determiners, and verb choices ari forms. Each of
these areas (which were identifi d as problem areas
by an analysis of errors in ESL udents mposi-.
tions) is treated in a separate volume. Each volume
has two parts: a set of multiple-choice completion
exercises without answersthe "student's" or
tutee's materialsand 'a similar set of exercises
with answers provided - -the tutor 's part. Each exer-
cise is designed to have students choose from among
two to six potentially confusing choices. As the
tutee proceeds through each exercise, Athe tutor pro-
vides immediate feedback on the angwech giver). Each
text is divided into groups of exercises; before .

moving on to the next- group, the tutee must be able
to- complete exercises in the previous group without
error.

The materials were designed to be used by pairs
of students who would alternate in the roles of
tutor and tutee, but they could not be used equally
well in pairings in which students play either the
role of tutor or the role of tutee.

Materials similar to those, in the 'Dyad Learning
Program .can be used successfully in pair work to
provide students with practice in producing correct.
forms. Pair work is also effective: for activities
in which learners rmilit relate form to meaning; that ..
is, in activities in which, given directions about
what to produce, students ,must produce a -meaningful
and intelligible utterance..

"Cued dialogues" are* an example of an activity
at this stage of instruction for which pair work is
an effective format. Each learner in a pair is ,

given a card on which instructions are written for
the lines haelearnet will produce in a dialogue
(role cards can be produced with options at several
points, so that learners can make choices that add
an element of-ibriginalitY to each cued dialogue that
a pair. of 'students produces). Ati example of a cued
dialogue is provided in Table 2.1.
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Student 1

You inset Student 2 in a

store.

1: Greet Student 2..

2:

1: Till Student 2 you
are fine (O.K.). Ask
Student 2 if he/she
has time to go for a
cup of coffee (take a
walk in the park, go
to,Xs hdusel.

2:

1: Say that you are

planning to study.
Ask Student 1 if

he/she would like to
study with you.

2:

1: Agree with Student

l's plans.

Student 2

You meet Student in a

store.,

1:

2: Greet Student 1. Ask
how he/she 'is:

1:

2: Say you would like to
(are sorry), but you
have some other
errands to do (have
to be home in a .few
minutes, must meet
your brother/sister
in five minutes).
Ask if Student 1 is

free this evening.

1:

8

2: Sty that's a good
idea. Tell Student 1
you'll' call after

dinner.

,Table 2.1. Cued dialogue.
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Cued or directid dialogues, such as this are an

excellent preparation for more open-ended dia logues
and role plays. -Littlewood (1981, p. 14) provides
an example of a cued dialogue in which each learner
is given communicative functions to express, but
relatively little in terms of spec ific content (see
Table 24).,

t.

Partner A Partner

You meet B in the street. You meet A in the street.
1

As Greet B. A:

B: Bs Greet A.

Ai` Ask where B 17 going. A:

Bs B: Say you are going for.
a walk.. .

As Spggest somewhere to A:

go together.

B: B: Reject A's suggestion.
Make a different sug-

A: Accept B's suggestion.

B:

creation.

4:

B: Express pleasure.

Table 2.2. Cued dialogue with minimal specific
content.

A
Pair work is also an effective format for conk

munication activities. The essence of such activi-
ties is that "the teacher structures the situation
so that learners have' to overcome an information gap
orisolve a problem (Littlewood, 1981, p. 22). The

learners'Amik is to use what target language abili
taes they pdasise.to communicate meaningi and the
Success of theiraifforts will be reflected, by their
ability to achieve the. goal of the 'task.

12
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L Identifying a Member of a Set

The firit example, of a communication activity
suitable. for pair workJs,when onm:Jiarner is given
a set of pictures that are similar in oontent, but,
differ ";frog another in one or more details, A,.in Figure 2.1. In the drawings, the color. of the
curtainslthe nulber of chairs, and the position of-the radio combine to create set of di ferent
scenes.

Figure 2.1. Identifying a member of set.

Mots, From Communioativs Languor, Tdoohing..An
introduotio; (p. 23) by W. Littlewood, 1981, Cam-
bridge, England; Cambridge University Press. Copy-right 0 1981 by Cambridge University Press.
Reprinted by permissions
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Another4learner is given a duplicate of one of
the pictures and is instructed not to disclose any
information about the picture to his or her partner

until the activity begins. Then, the second learner

.."

alay offer information only in response to questions

i

tram the first learner, whose task it is to identify .
which f the drawings the second learner has. The

j
,
first arner may be instructed to ask only "yes /no's
ques oft to make the task more challenging. In

, depending,on.the Aind of questions.that are
allowed, this activity can be designed for students
of many different levels of language instruction.

*

Recreating Patterns

Each of two learners has a checkerboard con-
,sisting of nine squares (three by three), Each

learner has a set 'of objects, the )orris _for which

they do not know in .the target language. One

learner must choose nista objects and place them, one

to a square, on the -6h 4ckerboard. The learner must
then communicate:to his or her partner, who cannot
see the first-ISarner's bheckerboard, which object
to place Wwhich square. The second learner is
allowsd''io.ask questions anetto provide any feedback
necessary to indidate that he or she has not under-

od what to do. The goal of the task is to have
e second learner place the objects to his or her

checkerboardAn exactly the same fashion as,the .

first learner has done.
There are many posiible variations on this

4

a

tivity, of course. As described; the adtivity
demands that Learners use their ability to expresi
spatial relationships (including prepositions). 4
picture that serves as abaokground setting can also

be used as a: game board..' For less aavanced learn-
ers, the cbjects Cin consist of nothing. more than

s
1

different basic _shapes of differen colors and can.
provide practice in identifying objects by shape,and
color., When learners MUsi communicate information
about' objects th411 do not know the words for (and
these can be simple objects.such,as a'hairpinf a
seashell, a plastic worm, a luggage tag, etc.), they
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must put their target language ability to use to

describe the object by paraphrase or circumlocution,
this oan provide a convincing demonstrationoitor%
learners of the need toltake V6ceibulary exionsion an

.important part of their language-learning agenda .

Pooling Information

0 A communication task that demands more equal
coditunication on the part of the two participants- -
that is, in which each participant must both-request'

and furnish information--is Aillustrated by the map-
reading exercise reproduced in Figure 2.2. Again,

the task can be varied in difficu4y by.increasing

or deoieasing the amount of informitionshared by
the two participants at the begin2ing oedthe task.

Mention Should be made of thR value of pair

work outside the classroom. Particu)arly foroactiv-:
ities that require more time than a teacher may be
willing to spend in the classroomeopairwork can be .

useful in ,encouraging stud_ente to continite, their
language learning efforts ,outside the classroom.
The possibilities range from practice with tightly
controlled materials or exercises created by the
teacher to learner-selected activities (gamed. suOh

as "Hangman" or lotto con be very useful for skill-

building in spelling and vocoVulary). One way to '

implement student-structured pair wo7c is to encour-

age students to form study couples or to assist stu-

dents in selecting.a peer to work with over the

course of a semester (Gaudiani, 1981). Students

paired on the basis of similar interests or some
.other .factor (for example, in ESL classes, on the

basis of different native langui4e backgrounds) and .

working together on_a.sustained basis gain a sense

of responsibilitYAof each for 'thi other.and'are

encouraged to
tion. As 44

pation in gal
radically new
matter of the.

to do on 41

do occasional'

the target language for oommunica-
(1981) has pointed out, partici-
of this soit'is not likely to be
st students; rather, it is a

r overtly encouraging students
siustained basis whatimany students
anyway.
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Figure 2.2. Map-reading s rcise. The instructions say, "You and your partner have
different maps. hsk your partner how. to get to the (following) places" (for partner
with Copy A: the 'hospital, the garage, the supermarket, etc.; for partner, with Copy Bs
the sporting goods store, the dram shop, the hardware store, etc.] .

Note. ProwCommunication-Starkerp (Op. 41, 43) by 4.11.0. Olsen, 1977; Hayward, CA The
AleMany Preiss, Copyright. O 197 by 'Onus/Moment, ltePrintbd by permission ermiesioa of th

publishef and the author, "
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SMALL -GROUP WORK

Small -group work is recommended by virtually

all recent handbooks and Methodology texts ,for lance

guage teachere.' The interest is justified, because
the small-group ,format is' well. suited to a range of

activities from controlled precommunicative practice.'

to decontrolled communicative activity.

Many exercises and tasks suitable for pair work

can be adapted to a small-group'setting. Tn addi-

tion, some festivities are uniquely appropriate for c

groups ,of three or more students. These include the.

'following.

. Personalized Questions ind.InterAews'.

"Conversation cards" and "interview cards,"

described by'Bonin and Birckbichler (1975), enable

small groups of,fitudents to use their developing

language proficiency totafk about themselves and to

share their interests, feelings, opinions, and

experiences with fellow students. They are.most

appkopriately used as an intermediate stage between

controlled question-answer.activ4ifs typical of

whole-class instruction and unstructured activities

in whidh students must both formulate and answer
questions entirely by themselves. 0

Conversation cards are used:

inconjunction with' materials in the text-

book. They exploit eith4r a topic and its
4 related vocabulary (e.g., sports) or a

grammatical fpncept ... or a combination

of both. 'ForN given topic, whither lexi-

cal~ or grammatical, three cards have been

prepared, each containing five to ten

questions. For each subject, an attempt

is made to have three diffekent sets 'of

questions on the same topic, and ,,,to

approximate as closely es possible the
natural progression of a conversation. No"

instructions' are given about the content

37,
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of the answer so that students can give

either general or personal answers.

(pp. 22-23).

Thede "personalised" questions can be presented
in different formats depending on the ability level

of the students. For beginning students, they may

/-be posed as, direct questions--What time do you get

/ b up on weekdays?, What do you eat for breakfast?,
What time do you leave for sohool?, Ohat do'you like

tip eat for lunoh?,ind so forth; for more advanced
students, they can appear on the conversation cards

as directed dialogue-- ak your conversation partner

li

when he/she getsiup on tkdays, and so on. For

even more advanced etude , the questions can be

more elaborate; students must not only answer a
question, but must alio explain or justify their

answer. For example, for pn activity focusing on
if-Alauses, students can as told to, Ask your partner
what he/she woul4 do if he/she had $10,000 dottars

and why or A8K Hoar partner what he/she would change
if he/she could change his/her personality and why.

.
Students do the activity in groups of three.

'One student asks another student a question, the

second Student answers; and the third student
'listens and provides assistance or comments on the

*answer. Students in each group take turns asking,

answering, and commenting on answers. In classes in

which a number of students are consideraAy ahead of

the others the more proficiient students could be

used primailly as monitors for this activity; that

is, they can play the, role of listening to and cowma

menting on. (correcting) the efforts of the other

students.
interview cards, unlike conversation cards, are

not tied to any pert4cular.text Material and do not

focus on manipulative control of specific items. of

grammar or vocabulary. Instead, they are used to

enable studenti to elicit information about their

peers--their persOnal background and interests. As

with conversation cards, the nature of the direc-
tions given .to students varies, with their ability.

For beginning students,,questions may belprOvided in

precisely the form'they should be +plod, for
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example, What's your name ?, How old "are you?, What

to your address?'and so on. At an intermediate'
level, directions could take the form of Ask X .

what his/htt name is, Ask X how oi.d. he/she is, Ask ..X

wnat nis/her address is, and so on. More advanced
students might simply be given the nature of the
information to be obtained: Ask X his/her name,
agf, address, 0.e.

Conyersation,and interview cards provide stu-
dents with the opportunity to do in small.gioups,--in
a more authentic setting then the whole class.--What
is often done under the control of the teacher.

peer-led format suggested by Bonin and Birckbichler
(1975) maximizes practice opportunities and encour-
ages learner participation in asking for, providing,

and judging the comprehensibility of information.

Sentence-Chaining and Expansion

Once learners have .learped to produce particu-
lar grammatical forms, practice can be extended to
the production of original sentences. In sentence-
chaining, the group starts with 'a model sentence ,
such as At six - thirty,, Mare woke 4p. Each member, of

the group must produce a sentence similar in form
that continues to narrate the events of the day,.

such as: At seven, she had br;eakfast, At sight, she

went to school, At'noon, she had lunch, and so.on.
If desired, the activity gun be based on information
provided to the group, such ea.& table, chart, or
set of pictures.

In sentence expansionethe group must star't

with a model sentence and expand it. Thus, given
the sentence He went to the store to buy some Ogg8,

each 'student must add one additional items He went'
to the store to buy Some eggs and a bottle of milk,
He went to the store to ibuy some eggs, a bottle of
milk, and five pounds of augur, and So foith. Sen-

tence expansion is useful 'for 'reinforcing new vocab-
ulery (particulary vocabulary related to the same
domain) and developing students' short-term memory.
A game-like atmosphere is,Created when each group

39
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.
attempts to produce the Longest (but grammatically
accurate) sentence in the class. .

Reconstructing Sequences--- A

A problem-solving activity that can be used in

group work'is the "strip story," which involves
having each student in the group possess information
that no one else 4t. the group has, thus generating

goal-directed cOnmunicatioh-(4i5ion,'1075):

The teacher selects a story or anecdote
which has the same number of sentences as
there are 'students. Simple sentences can

be combined or more Complex ones broken up
to make the appropriate number of senten-
ces.' The sentences are typed and dittoed

with extra space between each sentence.
One copy is cut into strips, with one son-

,

tence on eaqA strip. In class the senten-

ces are distributed vItt random to the
etudente, who are then asked to memorize
their sentences.'... Students are not
allowed to write anything down or compare'
sentences at this time. After the senten-°
cos *re memorized, the strips are thrown

away4... The idea is to have each student

becom the sole source of one piece of
.information. Being the only source of his

sentence will, force each student to speak

at least once.. Thus everyone is required
to partioAppate in order to solve the

problem, Next the students are instructed
to find out exactly what the story is
without Alriting anything aowni (p. 150)

The key to thil activity,is that the group's

success in recdnitiiicting the story depends on the

contribution of each meiber. This is why students

are not .aXlowed to retain tile strips; without the
written sentinces;no single student cith complete
the task for the whole group, and each member of the

40
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group must work to provide information and to elicit

information from the others.

Decision Making.

.

Many. of the interactions of daily life involve

[Problems that 'have more than one possible solution.
Given certain information, a' group ofindividuals.
must' work to find a solution that is, to the extent

.
possible, satisCactorY to all.

For more advanced studerits, a number of commu-

nication tasks simulate "real-life" communication

a in this way. These are problem-solving tasks in
which learners, all presented. Oith themsame informa-

.tidh, must discuss the merits of various alterna

tives and reach' a group decision. According to
Berns (1984), activities of this kind are becoming

increasingly popular in language classes for very

good reasons:

41

They respond to the need for learner-
centered activities, but do more than

that. They. also provide the opportunity
for learners to .express meaning, using the°

meaning potential they have developed up
.to that time,' about a specified content.

Thus, the ideational, interpersonal, and
textual; functions of language come

together learners have t6 604 on

. meaning and have to contend with the
possibility of not getting their meaning
across. In addition, the unpredictsibility

of discourse 'and the Ariablt relationship
between form and ,function are accented
Because of these features,' (a .

solving) exercise, if done without teacher
intervention td correct errors (except'
those, that arelinoOstaole to the expres-

sion of meanihg) provides for interac-

tion among students to an optimal degree.

(p. 19)
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Exatiples of'small-;group discussion and.deci

sion -making activities are van in FigUres 2.3-5.
'The first (Fig. 2'.3) provi s pacific directions

,for discussion' (the entir uni also contain('
"written reaction" sect on, in ich students record
the conclusions of their discuss on and do two other.
exercises related to the topic, a d a "Vocabulary"
section, in Which key lexical ite are defined).
The second .(ifig. 2.4) is less strustdredi students

are simply firesented with informati n and instructed
to list the/reasons for and against oing the heart
transplant itm each of 'the .six potent al recipients.

Activities such as "Who gets the heart?" can be
particularly effective in ESL classes where stu
dents of various Cultural backgrounds an offer dif-

ferent perspectives and values. Care iitust be taken

by the 'teacher, however,' not to present an activity

of this kind to students whose target 4nguage abil-
ity is insufficient to allow them to digruss the

issue. .

0
.

For' lower -level students, small-gro p. discus-

sion More narrowly focused on specific' nts of

grammar and cabulary.can be devised. e 'group'

task in! Fig (1'2.5 comes from a unit in a textbook .

(design d f first-year secondary school Yugoslav
learns s of glish) in °which comparative nd
,super( tive forms of adverbs and ad)ective, the

use of Imodals,tomake suggestions and recoimenda4
i

,tions, and the communicative functions 'of making ' 4%

'omparisons,'Making suggestions and justif9ring. ,i

recommendations are the main teaching points. This

exercise' appropriate for lowit -intermediate and
intermediate students, illustrates hove' wall -group

tasks can 'be developed to provide students With the
opportunity to use what they have learned in whole -
class instruction in a semicontrolled communicative

activity,.
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While you SOO **Owl done through the desert on ramie, your comer breakswit late in the Aen on. andyouu cannot be t6 You knover that the road yOu aretriwebng an le Mooed to traffic. ThereJ. bale hope a riff one dnving by to help you.Thom me no telephone. nearby.

Your beet solutIon II 10 walk' bade to a mimic* motion .which you remember pawingYou calculate that you hive driven about one hour and 'sheen minutes m an averagespeed of eighty Women (Wty miles) per how. You Ind have to tarsal only ge night
because id,ihe inseam heat and burning

the mom has dm kidowina Owns in a

roll ot toilet paw,
woes kit
dollen egg.
box ot powdered milk
canteen al waist
sleeping bog
book of matches
doom Gams
possible radio
wool blanket
can ol gat
lusaid fit
he utility hod,

Insect repellent
tent
Coro gym

, Oaddight
thermos ot hot exam

a camping olOvo.
111 compass

bath vegetable.
beach umbrella
fresh fruit
panned load
eon opener

0

I beau. el the lanitations el space and weight, you an only carry live Items
a Decide which live Nein1 to tales

4 b. Ammo. demo byte Hems in order of inmate:00v
Moe OS the *Mae In the camper can fit into two wileponesz,(1) camping ewe. and
CD food. Put thew items into thee categories.

Calculiate the disarm and the appromnear amount ol am needed to walk thatdeem*.
.4 What other ahernativse are these for solving this sNuatioli. Othel than walking backto the service Oaten?

Can yea think el any Nom Maine hoar the 1st that you might need? Name them

Figure 2.3.' Small-group discussion activity.

Note. From Rsaot Intoraotl Situations pr Communi-
option (p. 23) by D.R.R. 8yrd,and I. Clemente-
Cabetas, 1980, New Yorks Regents, Copyright 4 1980
'by Regents Publishing Company, inc. Reprinted by
permission. .
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Unit Who Gets the Heart?

,Reads You are members of the heart transplant surgery
team at a university hospital in Washington, D.C. At
the moment, you have six patient' who desperately need
a transplant, if they are to have any chance of living.
All six patients are classified as "critically ill,"
and could die at any time.

You have just received the news that the heart of
.a 16-year-old boy, who was killed in an autq accident,
has become available for transplantation. 'Speed is
extremely important assypu decide which of the follow*
ing patients is to receive the hearts not only might
one of the patients die, but also the donor heart will
soon begin to deteriorate.

Consider, 41) The age and sex of the donor has no rela-
tionship to the age and sax of the recipient. In other
words, the heart of the 16-year-old boy would work well
1n a'50-yesr-old women. (2) Rank the patients in orders
1--first to receive, 6--last to receive.

pecides
Patients,

1. Jonas Kasperak, male, age 5S. Mr. Kasperak ins em-
ployed as a steelworker. He and his 47-year-old unez*
played wife have stven'children (ages 0-12).
Reasonsbe should.receive the hearts

Reasons he should not receive the hearts

Conclusion of heart transplant team:

2. Elena Rodriguez, femele,,,age 31. Ms. Rodriguez
sings first soprano in the Washington Metropolitan
Opera. She is divorced and has two children (ages 2
and 3).
Reason she should receive the hearts

Reasons she should not receive the hearts

Conclusion of heart transplant teams

3. Franklin .johns, male, age 42. Mr. Johns, a research

scientist at George Washington University, is the
leading authority in the world on bacteriological dis
eases. He is unmarried.
Reasons he should receive the heart:

Reasons ht.should not receive the hearts

COnclusion of heart transplant teas

4. Carlos Wahnon, male,.ege 10. Carlos, the son of
the Venezuelan Ambassador, is a studiont An an elemen-
tary school. When he grows up, he wants to be a doc-
tor.

Reasons he should receive O. Mutt,.

Reasons ha should not receive the hearts

Conclusion of heart transplant team:

5. F. Lincoln Bradley, male, age 65. Mr. Bradley is
the Vice President of the V.S. He is the father of
three grown children, and the grandfather of five.
:Reasons he should receive the hearts

Reasons he should not receive the hearts

Cohclusion of-heart transplant teams

'6. Helen Jackson,tlemale, age 39.,Ms. Jackson, a re-
cent widow, is unemployed and on welfare. She has
three children (ages 4, B, 10).
Reasons she should receive the hearts

Reasons she should not receive the hearts

Conclusion of heart transplant teams

Figure 2.4. Small-group decisionsmaking activity.

Note. Prom The Non-Stop Discussion Wo'kbook (pp. 31-33) by O. RoOks, 1981, Rowley,Naos.' Newbury douse. Copyright 1981 by Newbury Nouse Publishers, Inc. Reprintedby permission.
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Figure 2.5. Small-group discussion activity. Not()
(pp. 139 -140) by R. Knight, T. M.' Knight,
ZaloXba 101z oda.- Copyright 1982 by Zalozba Obzor
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"STUDENT-DIRECTED WHOLE-CLASS ACTIVITY

The use of learners to promote learning in a

whole-class setting i$ widely viewed as an excellent

way to inject variety into classroom activity. If

used in moderationo.peer teaching of this kind pro-'

vides a change of pace while imposing minimal organ-

izational burdens on the. teacher.
An example of thii kind of- peer- directed learn-

ing is provided by Feeny (1981). A 'copy of a draw-

,
ing or photo illustrating a dialogue or text that

.
the class has been studying is given to each student

in'the'clais. All students, including the one who

will act as peer teacher, are assigned to write six

questions (and the corre4onding answers) on frhe

content of the drawing or photo.. In,additionYeaCh
student 'writes six false statements about the illus-

tration. All students except the one designated as

peer teacher prepare these questions, answers, and .0

false statements as a homework assignment; the peer

teacher!s work is corrected by the teacher at the

beginning of the' next class.
The peer teacher then Andu6ts'the class for a

period of between 15 and 20 minutes. The student

reads the false statements he or she has prepared;

'the rest of the class is responsible for correcting.

-the statements (although students are not allowed to

look at their own written wdik). The peer teacher

then poses 'the 'questions hi or she has prepared and

calls on ftudents to answer them.
The .Jain virtue of this Activity is in the oral

practice _it provides. Even students with less oral

fluency than their peers can successfully lead .the

class in this activity, since the key to the activ-

ity is not the complexity of the questions the peer

`,teacher asks or of the false statements that the

peer teacher presents for correction; rather, it is

othe relevance of the questions and statements to the

illustration (and to the text or dialogue to which

the illustration is related). A simple queion may

be as useful'a vehicle for reinforcing new vocabu-

lazy as a more complex one.
There are,other obvious advantagei. The Btu-,
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dent who will serve as the peer teacher'is likely to
be more conscientious about keparing for the task,

'and the rest.of the class will have the opportunity

to see a peer "communicate with them successfully

(even if within a controlled situation) . Whether it

is used only once a. week (as Peony recommends) or
somewhat more often, the activity can be a-very use-

ful step in bolstering students' confidence in 'using

the ,target language. ,

Numerous other activities in Which one or a few
students interact .with the rest of,.the class can be

used from the beginning stages of language instruc-

tion on up. Among these are the following. ,

.

Many well-known games can be effectivelyoused
to reinforce basic elements in the language. "'Simon

Sale" can be used for command forms: "Buzz" can be
used.for practice in producing,numbers (students can
be instructed to produce either cardinal or ordinal

numbers), is...men bingo. "Twenty Questions" gives

students the jportunity to produce "yes/no" owes-,

tions. Lee (1979) offers-many other gaMes appropri-

ate forbeginning and intermediate language classes,

along with useful suggestions for using games: in the

classroom.

Role Plays and Interviews
4s,

One or a few students can be provided with

information that allows. them to play a certain role:

a reservation agent, a receptionist or telephone

operitoi, a librarian working at the circulation.

.desk, or some other "expert." The rest of the'class

is giVen questions that can be answered from the

information provided. The class records the-infor-

mation given by the. students) pleying a particular

role; afterward, the entire class can check the

accuracy with Which the information has been given,

Such activities are particularly useful in ,pre-

paring students to:pertioipate in conversation out

47
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side the classroofi. Students should be encouraged

to ask for repetition of answers they did not

understand the first time, to confirm.what they have

heard by pardphrosing or repeating the answer, and

to infori the student(s) .providing information when

their answers are not clear.
To illustrate'thi:s kind of activity, an airline

timetable,- a' list of fares, and'informatioUrct pro-

cedures and restrictions are giVen in Figure 2.6.

With this information, a student role-playing an
airlinexeseriration agent can proVidiuclassmates'

with answers to questions such.as,the )'
A

Do you have f 'lights from to ?

How much is a one -way (vaia'triirtioket
from ,to ?

Do you have a flight.to 0 that ,arrives,

before noon?,
Do you ,have flights to. on Saturdays?

Do the flights to make any ,stops?

What's the latest flight from to ?'

Is there meal.service on flights to ?

What's the cheapest fare for flights to ?

Many additional role-playing activities can be

found in Zalson (1978)31 some can be. quite. easily

adapted for use in a whole-class setting,.

5,

Additional Ideas
r

.

The preceding examples of exercises and activi-i

ties that stimulate peer involvement represent but a

small sample of what can be used in the classroom.

Many useful suggestions for student-direoted 'And'

peer mediated classroom work are readily available. .

Teachers who wish to expand their 'repertoire of such

activities might wish to consult Kettering' (1975),

Dubin and ashtain (1977) ,' Olseri 119/7), Joiner and

mestphal (1978), ti *tlewood (1901), Sirckbichler

(1982), and Omaggio (1984).

1.
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PEER FEEDBACK PROCEDURES

Part ana parcel of many of'the activities
described so far is the learners'-reeponsibility for
providing feedback to each other; that is, to call
attention to other students' failure to communicate
a meaning successfully Or, in the case of precom-
municative activities, to signel the presence of an
error or to actually provide the correct form. The

task of providing feedbacke'particularly in the case
of written homework, is one that in' most claesrooms
is automatically assumed by the teacher (Pack &

Dillon, 1980)J

In the traditional classroom situation,
the teacher collects homework, checks it
and. returns it the following'day, at best.
By then, however, the student is con-
centrating on something else, so he barely
glances at the corrections and he then
proceeds to make the same ,errors on the

next similar assignment. A very precious
moment has been wasted and, as a result,
the student continues to make the same
errors and' the teacher continues to
corr6ct them. (p. 11)

.
The "precious moment" referred ,to is the ,one at

which student motivation is highest: the first

available opportunity for students to find out what
they have done successfully and what they have not

done successfully. Peer correction techniques are

an efficient way of providing more immediate feed-

back, which one teacher cannot provide to many
students simultaheously. Furthermore, as many advo-

cates of greater peer involvement in the classroom
suggeste'students oan le rn a great deal the elve

as they provide feedback to tqeir peers.
A.nunpler of forma for peer correction are

described here; each of course, has particul

advantages and limitations.
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Student-Initiated Correction and Editing

At the beginning of a class, students work it

pairs or small groups and compare their homework
(this 'can be done by having individual students
exchange papers or through joint dVscussion). Areas ..
of disagreement are noted, and these are then raised IF
with the teacher. The teacher may circulate among

groups or may discuss prOble0 areas With the whole

class.
One obvious'advantage-to this format is that

the feedback, process is focused on problem areas;
areas to which there are no disagreements do not
generally lead to:prbfitable discussions. Another

advantage of this procedure is that in defending
their answers against those of their peers, students
are able to reinforce their own understanding (even

if this is done in part through discussion in the
native Language) and can help other students undir-
stand the errors they have made. In addit on, the
procedure can help sharpen proofreading ski is and -
may obviate the need for teachers to corre what

are in fact only careless mistakes.
A limitation of the procedure is that students

may not know how to approach the ta,k'of correcting

a written assignment that is so deficient that it '

canrpt be understood. Thus the procedure may be I--

most useful as a mewl for providing peer feedback -
for.essentially mechanical or quasicommunicative
tasks.

*For
written work that is more communicative

in nature--that is, that allows students consider-
able latitude in the choice of forms to express
maaningi--a selective editing procedure may be"use-
ful, Whereby students concentrate on correcting one

or a few error types, (verb tenses, subject/verb
.

agreement, pronoun reference, etc.) (Witbeck, 1976;

Pack & Dillon, 1980).

4

Teacher-Provided Correbtion,Used by Students
9

A mote guided approach to the. editing and cor,-

rection of student work done both in and out of.
@lass is to divide students into small ,groups. 'One
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'student from each group checks higlOr her work

against a teacher- prepared answer key (this can be

done before',class begins). Each of these students

then assumes 'the role of the teacher in his or her,

small group.\
This procedure was ed in the experiment in'

cooperative learning desc ibed by Gunderson and
Johnson (1980) (see pp. 5 -56), and proved particu-,

laxly effective for the correction of routine work-

sheet assignments:

Several-worksheets were assOned with each

unit. Each student was responsible for
completingevery assignment.' The first
Verson in each group to ookplete a sheet

had his or ,her paper corrected by the

teacher. He or she was.then responsible
for checking the papers of the other mem-

bWrs of the group. If .there were mistakes

on the paper of one' of the group members,

the student indicated them and gave them

back to the owner to correft If the stu

dent could not correct the mistakes, the

other.group members helped. Peer teaching'

was a constant activity. The corrected
worksheet wag then turned back to the

corrector, or to any 'other student in the

group who had a perfect paper by this time

to put an ."OK" on.it. All worksheets,

,turned in to the teacher for.a grade had

been 'checked by Npup members. (p. 40) i

As with student-initiated correction and

editing, this approach to peer feedback has obvious

advantageit All learners arimore immediately
involved in their performance; students develop

editing skills in connection with their efforts on

behalf of their peers; and learning problems are
perhapi, more clearly, highlighted than When the

teacher must wade through the entire worksheet or
homework assignment of every student in the class.

The limitation of the approach is that it is less

effective for the correction of more open-ended
tasks; that is, assignments for Which'there may be a
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wide range of possible answers or that entail com-
posing skills, that even the best students in the

class are not capable of monitoring.

Activity-Based.Peer Feedback.

For some communicative writing tasks (and.

indeed for oral production taski as-well), peer

feedback can be effectively prbvided in the form of

overt peer response. Examples of the kinds of,tasks

for which such peer feedback is both feasible and

desirable include the following.

Composing written (or oral) instructions. One

student is shown a model built of Lego pieces (or

,some' other construction' set); the student must pre-

pare a set of instructions for other students, who

have not seen the model. The success with which the

students can use the written or oral instructions

provides meaningful feedback on the communicative

effectiveness of Ulm instructions. Variations on

this activity incldde directions for following a

route on a map and instructions for filling out

parts of a form not provided.onthe form itself.

Providing information for compreheAsion. A

student is given information by the teacher to

incorporate into a prepared oral presentation or

written composition. Some of the information is
vital to questions that other students must answer

on the basis of the oral or written report. The

success with whidh students can derive the necessary

information to answer the questions provides direct

and striking evidence to the student of his or her

ability to communicate meanings unambiguously;

moreover, any problems that arise. can become the

locus of & ssroom discussion.
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ONGOING PEER INVOLVEMENT IN THE yiNGUAGE
CLASSROOM: TWO EXAMPLES'

-,. ,
Many of the peer-directed activities described

in this chapter Can be goad on an occasional or

frequent basis, in 91e second or' foreign language

classroom. While some teachers will choose to use

such activities simply as. a:change of pace, others

N will: exploit pair and group work more regularly, as

a follow-up to whole -class prtintation of new

material.
The peer feedback procedures dascribed in the

provious'eection suggest a way in which peer in-
volvement can be- bui t into basic classroom prOce-

auras. In the fine part of. this chapter, two

foreign language programs in which peer involvement

plays a.central role in the overall classroom format

are examined.
An experiment in "cooperative learning" in two

junior high school beginning French classes is

described by Gunderson end Johnson (1980). The pro-.

gram 'was explicitly designed to discourage individ-

ualistic and competitive behavior and to stimulate

. A students' collabOration with their peers. In each

of two classes, 30 students--most of them highly 1.

motivated--were randomly assigned to groups of five

equalize the number of males and females'in ch
or six students (minor adjustments were 'made 'to"

Each group remained intact for a full tri-

mester; at*the beginning of the next trimester, new

groups were formed. Each group was given two typis

of responsibilities, academia end "housekeeping":

Academic responsibilities included'learn-
ing the French assignments tut helping the

othe? members o the grov Complete the
assignments suo6essfully:" Nearly all
learning activities were cooperative ...

activities centired around workshgets,
studying for telt., group reporte4 dia-
logues, pretests, and reviews. (p. 40)

. .
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Housekeeping assignments involved taking atten-,

dance for members of the group, distributing and

collecting assignments, and cleaning up after class,

The extent to Which responsibility shifted from the

teacher to students was especially evident in con-

nection with groupjgreparedreports. Each group

worked on a'report during the trImester.and was

responsible for planning the reart, dividing tithe

work up among group, members,' putting together the

contributions' of each member.oUthe group, and pre-

senting the report to the entire class.

Some intergroup competition was encouraged to

inject variety into claisroot activity--involving

competitive games such agy"Hangman," bingo, and so

on- -and. each student did one creativelndivipal

project each.trimestet. The grading system, how-

ever, reflected the emphasis on group cooperation

'that was central AD the whole program:

Grades were. determined 50 percent' by the

student's individual work and 50 percent

by the group's work. When a test was

given, for example, all students'would
take it individually. The scores of the

group members were averaged to determine

the group grade. The student'i actual

grade was then the average between his or

hek individual grade and 'the group's

grade. Besides grades on written work,
projects, and tests, students received a

"weekly grade for'not speaking English

durin g a designated period of time during

eaoh.blass. In order to ensure that mem-

bers of a group helped each other repetber

to speak only French, the gr446 for not

speaking English was again.50 percent

determined by the individual student's

behavior and 50 percent by the group's

average gFade. (p. 41)

During the first three trimesters of the pro-
_Lgramobservers were struck by the amount of activ-

ity and the quality learning taking place. The

* students in the. program Were pientious in all
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phases of small-group work, and this attitude
carried over to large-group work. At the end of the

third trimester, a questionnaire was administered to

the participating students. Among the findings were

the following:

98 percent of the students indicated that
they wished to take a second year of French;

82 percent said that they preferred to learn
French in the cooperative group format/

90 percent felt that, they learned by helping

others to learn, and 94 percent felt that they had

helped classmates in their group;

only 9 percent of the student/Li felt that they

would have!learned,more by not being a member of a

cooperative learning' group; and

94 percent of the students felt that their

teacher, who had played a considerably more indirect
role than usual in much of the classroom activity,

scared about their academic progress.

The extensive use of peer teaching in a' program
described by Barnett (1973) grew out of practical,

necessity. The foreign Language in the Elementary

School (FLES) Spanish.program she describes was
beset by many of the problems that typically

confront foreign language ,departments: uneven

enrollment at different grade levels, an overload of

students in one language (in this case, Spanish)

over another, large class size at some grade levels,

and an'influx of both students Who had transferred

from schools without a:foimbign Language program and

pupils who moved from'one language program to
another within the school.

To many of theeie problems, peer teaching proved

to be aloartial solution. 'In Spanish classes at

each of four grade levels (5-8), many classroom
activities were conducted in small groups 'of two to

five students (with one or two students in each

group serving as peer teachers). For these groups,. .

the peer teachers are hose "who are ahead of most
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of the class in ability or in work covered or who

are simply ahead of their little group in [a] Speci-7

fic learning Activity" (p. 635). In grade 5, groups

stay together for relatively short periods; at other
levels, students may work in the same group occa-
sionally for ut) to a month.

This email -group format is but one situation in
which. peer teaching is used. Small 'groups are also

used for the benefit of students" who are weaker, not.
just in one particular learning.actfliity, but as
language learners in general. Such students work
with peer teachers. Theis latter are not always the

most advanced students.; rather, they are students
who have themselves had difficulty as language
learners and have mastered their,problems.- Such
remedial groups are problem-centered; once.a student'
has learned the skill being taught in one group, he
or she goes on to another. The group itself lasts
only as long as it takes for every tutee to master
the particular learning point for'the group.

Other peer-mediated activities include the use

of one student' to -lead the class in games (through
which much of the drill work is done )4 mixed-abilitY
group work in which.. faster student leads the group
by teaching the rules of a game and then leading the
group in playirig the game, and dialogue practice 'in
a small-grotip format.

In addition to straggling the benefita,that peer

involvement of this kind provides to students,
Barnett 11973) underscores the different, and in
some ways more demanding, role 'that the classroom

teacher must play. The teacher must circulate among
groups.to be sure that instruction is being carried
out properly. The teacher'must also make sure that
the students serving as peer teachers are keeping up
with their own work. Setting up groups demands
%considerable amount of clerical work, and the
teacher must meet with peer teachers to decide what
activities and technique* will' be most effective. ..

In Barnett'ivview, however, these new demands are
more than effset by the gains achieved through pear
teaching. Thec,claggroom in which peers are'involved

in each other's learning can:
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reach more successfully students of vary-
ing abilities said linguistic developpgt

levels. Within each class veriod thir6

are several activities on vatrious levels

taking,place. It helps create a situ-

ation in which most students can achieve
success. (p. 637)
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(CHAPTER 3 CROSS -LEVEL PEER INVOLVEMENT IN SECOND

LANGUAGE LEARNING)

40"s'
The programs discussed 'in this chapter differ from

each other in many ways. Some are small pilot pro-

grams; others are established, large-scale programs.

In soma,. peer teadhing and tutoring is highly struc-

tured, with peer involvement serving to supplement

regular classroom instruction; in mothers, interac-

, tion between peets is designid to accomplish goal'

that are quite, different from those Of the slangulged

classroom. Some of the programs haVe been designed

io achieve a single goal, while others are mult pur-

pose. Together, the programs suggest the varie y of

purposes for which peer involvement programs £

second language learning situations are desig d and

the variety of program formats that are possi le.

SAME-,AGE

A SOgle-Purpose Approach

A cross-level peer tutoring prog with nar-

rowly focused objectives is,described y Anderson

and Berger 0975). The prOgram was designed td help'

fourth-grade, limited-English speakers improve their

mastery of basic strtiOtural elements of.the target

language. Evidently, it was a pilot program, since

only four pairs of students participated The

tutees were limited-Eftglish children enrolled in'a

regular fourth-grade class in a New York City public

school. The tutors were fourth-grade native
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speakers,of English from an "open" classrbom. The

tutors and tutees were acquainted with each other.
through common activities such as music, physical
education, and the lunch period. The four tutors

had vaunteered to participate in the program.
Recruitment of volunteers had been directed at the
children in the "open" fourth-grade classroom, since
it was felt that, the learning environment of, these .

children might already have provided them with the
self-direction and individual initiative that would
be necessary for r-effective peer tutoring.

The ten lessOns that formed the content of- the

tutoring sessions focused on basic aspects of Eng-

lih the verbs to Wand t'o have, singular/
plural, there is dnd there are, descriptive adjec-
tives,. articles, and the use of-the,auxiliary do in
negative, interrogative, and .emphaqc forms. These
lessons were prepared before the program began. In

addition, an orientation was held for all partici-

pants. Both the content of the lessons themselves
andithe procedures to be followed in the tutoring
sessions were explained to the tutorOod tutees:

\

e for the
i tutor's

sson
eries of
th the.

had a
tees,

were49Y".

jec-
ific

r

Two sets of lessons were used, b

i
tutor an one for the tptee. The

sheet ha the,ohjectives of the 1
listed at the top, followed by a
exercises to be conducted orally
tutee. The last part of the shoe
copy of the independent work the

were to do, to test comprehension.
wag provided for correcting the an
The tutee's worksheet stated the
tives of the lesson on top and spe
'instructions to listen to his or

60

tutor. An addition,
phases, itn oral and
always began with the
ceeded.to the reading
uating the children's work, tutord were
advised against marking any answers as
"wrong." All responses were marked "Do

over," if incorrect. The instructor con,
tinually supervised all efforts. (p. 4)

rich Lesson d two
'written. lesson

oral work pro-

exercises. In eval-
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The results of this small -scale experiment *fete
encouraging in many ways. The tutees enjoyed the

close contacI with native-speaker peers. Two tutees
who did not speak in their regular clatsroom 'related
well to their peer tutors. The tutors were able to
follow the proceokkresvin addition, they often de-

vised creative techniques to reinforce the material

of the lessons. Like. other peer involvement programs
for..elementary students, this program confirmed that
specific objectives and 'procedures, along with close

6
supervision, are especiall imporCant for young

learners. The planning and **envision involved
were amply justified by hens is that might not be

possible in large-group inetru

A Multipurpose Approach

1

An example of a larger-scale Program in which

fluent speakers work with limited or non-English-
speaking age-peers is the piogram administered by

the Center for Studies in English as a Second Lan-

guage at Boulder (Ciao.) High School ("Peer Tutor-

ing," 1982). The Center was established in 1979 to

pt'ovide help to the increasing number of limited -
English students in the school district;

.
Instruction for ESL students in the Boulder

Valley School.District is provided at Boulder High

School. Most of the secondary-level ESL students
live in that attendadce area; those who do not are

bused in. In 1982, the Center staff provided ser-
vices to. around 100 stUdents. The.students came..

from approximately 17 different language backgrounds

and were of various nationalities. Their previous

educational experience ranged from no schooling at
all to a background comparable to that of the liptive
English speakers in the Boulder schools.

The Center initiated a program of volunteer'

peer tutoring, in which fluent English speakers work

with both individual limited-English students and
small groups of.students. Some of the tutoring ii
done independently; some is done under the super- .

vision of a 'classroom teacher. TUtors work with

their ESL peers in a number of different ways; cope

61 ,
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activities, designed supplement and rel.

the ESL classes in which nonbeginning tutees Ate
enrolled. A central file of aCtivities'is.avaiiable

for tutors to use, with material assigned to two
levels, one for beginning students and the other for
more advanced itudents#

In addition to these language'activities,

a,

tutors work with the ESL students in other areas).
They. assist tutees in. developing effective study

skills, and help them with their homework assign-
ments. Tutors are also expected to provide affec- .

. tive support, "to. be advocates for the ESL students,

to, help them with the complexities of the school
system and of American society in general" (p. 1).
In this way,. the program combines language-based'

activities and the affectille support that is . .

necessary to facilitate the adjustment of limited-
English students to the school ,sietting and to the

community as a whole. '

These two programs described were developed to
assist second language learners in conventional
monolingual sChool settings. Peer involvement can
also be useful in'bilingual /bicultural settings to
stimulate contact among students with different

native languages.

Bilingual/Bicultural Settings

How can successful learning arrangements in
content areas be adapted to the special circum-
stances of a bilingual/bicyltural setting?, Ohe
example is provided by Brown (1979), who describes a

format for a high school science education course in
which learners work in small teams and direct, their
own learning of concepts And techniques.

When first implemehted in monolingual settingk,
SroWn found that the ream Project approach, in which
small groups of 'students interested in the same in-

quiry worked together, fostered much greater cooper-
ation than'the.conventional teacher-directed format.
In'particular, students with special talents--for
example,'a student with ability in statistics or. a
new foreign student with firsthand knowledge of
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wildlife in another region--were more likely t be

table' to exploit their special abilities and knowl.,

: "sedge, and would be more fully appreciated'by peers,

,.,Wtheteam approach. A system of team grades on

PrAlettsand examinations, along. with a.combination
ofailf-,peer, and teacher evaluation, alSo con-
tributed to producing a classroom that was less

competitive and more productive,
In developihg a version of this team system --in

which peer teaching occupies a centr sition--for

bilingual/bicultural education, Brew made several

'asSumptions, among which are the fol owing:

\ ,

'4 "Language exchange etween members of mixed-

1. edominance teams' will enhance le nihg of the 'other'
"

langdage."
-

"Cooperative learning (the mode in, many .

non-Anglo cultures) is encouraged by, group grading

and comes to,be valped."

. 4 "Socialization of members of different
cultural groups is faCilitated and self-concept ins

'enhanced" as a result of peer teaching and self-

directed learning. (p. 234)

To illustrate how the model would work in a

bilingual classroom,( Brown describes a hypothetical

-class compOsed of roughly equal numberipf mono-

. lingual English speakers and limited or'hOnspeakers
of'thgligh. 'Students are groUped into teams: of two
Spahish-dominant (or some other Language) and two':

English - dominant Imonolingual)' students per lab

table. Each, team is given a Packet with bilingual

instructions-for activities Which. demand relatively

little reading but maximize 'reasoning and manipula-

tion of equipment" (p. 232). The Materials:them-'

Selves use alternate iangdages in context, so that

members of a team alternately must rely on ,and be

relied on 'by their peers for explanations of parts

of,the materials.
One advaintage to this approach is that all team

members are engaged in goal-directed activity in
which students must altereately come to dhderstand.
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the target language rn context and be able' to com-
municate' meaning to peers who have less proficiency

.in,a'language. The peer exchanges in two languages

provide valuable support for formal instruction in
Engliskand:Spanish (or some .other la guage) in the

regular language classrlom.' Another advantage is

that this materials- and student-centered approach
can be Used equally wisp in alassroomssmith mono -p

lingual or bilingual teachers. .

Bilingual materials designed for or adaptable'
to bilingual science classes were in preparation at

the time of Brown's report. One such effort is the

Pomona, Calif . /South Florida University Project,
which translated and adapted an, Intermediate Science
CurritUlum Projecto;or grades 7 -9.

Each of the programs described thus far in this
chapter use native, speakers'ct a language as a
resource for age-peers with limited fluency in the

language. This is a basic form of the cross-Avel,
same-age pattern, and it can be effectively used at

virtually any level with learners of any age An
example of a .similar program' at the university level

is the Conve'reatioOlor Program, discussed later
(pp. 78-81). In many anguage-learning situations,

however, studentsi'must develop fluency in a language

that is neither their native language nor the pri-
mary. language of the Larger community in Whioh they

live. The target Language may be the medium of

instruction in the educational system, and,it often

serves as the' language of official and commercial

activity. In recent years, a variety, of terms 'have

been coined to label what id neither a second len-

guage nor a foreign language:, for example, "English

as an additional language" and "English as an auxil-

iary language" (Judd, 1981). The important point

about such language use situations is that large

numbers of people must attempt to develop profi-
ciency in the target language withoullaccess to a

largd, native speaking community. Fluent nonnative

speakers of thejAnguage are one available resource.
Thus, another basic form of cross-level, same-.

age peer involvement in language learning is the

pairing or grouping of more proficient and less pro-
ficient age peers. Differences in educational
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background,' family circumstances, and other factors

accolint for the different abilities of learners of

the same age; in a common setting, these learners

can probably all profit from peer-led activities in

the target language.
.

.Am experimental peer teaching program for

entering freshmen at the Vidyodaya campus' of the

University of Sri Lanka (Brodkey, 1974) illustrates

both the possibilities of such a program and the

initial obstacles a new program faces. The program

had two aims:, to develop' conversational fluency in

English, and to improve students' ability to read

Oreshman-level textbooks in English "with the rapid-

ity and le4el of comprehension suitable for homework

assignments in avdemicsubjects ere lectusres,

discussions, ands testing are'cond ted in $inhala or

Tamil, not English" (p. 163).
Students arrived at the University of Sri Lanka. *.

with widely differing English skills. Some (par-

0.ticularly students from urban areas) were highly

proficient, while others (generally students from

rural areas) had minimal fluency in thee language.

Although classes are n t conducted'in English, most

Of the textbooks us re written in English. Fur-

thermore, fluency English is. both a marker of

socioeconomic prest ge and a means.of advancement.

The majority of entering students lacked flu-

ency n the spoken language and were unable to read

at th level at which textbooks are written. Sng-

lish' lasses were available, but class size (ranging

from 25 to 100 students), teaching methods (directed

primarily, at improving' reading comprehension), and a ,

lack of materials did little to improve oral flu-

ency. While progress in reading was achieved, the

majority of students did not achieve sufficient

ability to rated Englishtextbooks.
The program that was developed in, response to

this situation used small,. peer-led discussion

groups of about six students each. Students were

assigned to groups randomly; each group usually had

at least one or two relatively fluent students.
BrOlkey 41474) describes the way the groups func-'

tioned as follows: 40
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Lecture rooms were rearranged so that
students could sit in circles of'siX and
talk to each other. One teacher was
assigned to monitor two groups at a time,
and as many as six groups and three
teachers. sometimes operated simultaneously
in one room. Teachers were 'encouraged 'to

present speakApg games such as "20
questions," "adding to a story by turn, "'

or simulated conversations such as
"planning a trip," or "a jdb interview. "'
However, teachers were asked to turn all
conversation'ovIt'to group members as ti

rapidly as possiblel and to refrain from
cohtinually leading and lecturing to the

groups. (p.164)

After a short time,. the groups began to function s

had been hoped. The fluent students soon began
encourage the less fluent students to participatei.,
and the less .fluent students overcame their shynese

and made efforts to use what English they know.
0 For a number of reasons it was not posilible
assess the effectiveness of the peer-led groups .in
developing oral fluency.; The program was started
too near t1e end of the academic year; furthermore,
the newly reopened campus,was "experiencing unusual
adMinistrative problems, irregular attendance, and
all the disruptions that.accompany the approach of
final exams" (p. 165). In addition to these fac-

tors, the relatively unstructured format of the con-
versation groups was a radical departure from the
normal practice of teaching according to a'predeter-

mined linguistic syllabus. While she students
appeared to adjust fairly quickly to this innova-
tion, some of the teachers had reservations. 'Some
teacher had difficuliy adjusting to their lipm, role

as catalyst* and supervisors. Whether such!dif-
ficulties'weuld have eventually disappeared could

not be determined.
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TNe.,Whisman Language Tutor' Program (Mountain
View, Calif.) is an excellent illustration of a peer
involvement progtam specifically designed to accom-
modate the very ,different but equally important
needs of tutors and tutees. The tutors in the pro-

*
gram are learning-disabled students, lo4 achievers
for whom traditional methOdd'of teaching have been'
unsuccessful. Atypical tutor in the program was
described by his.third -grade teacher during the'

proviouil year as having been disorganized, easily ,

distracted, and unable to begin and complete tasks
or' to maintain peer relationships. One explicit .'

goal of the program was to provide tutors with the"
opportunity to experience success,and to develop
their sense of self- esteem.

Tile tutees were limited-English students from
19 language baCkgrounds, including Nletnamese,
Cantonese, Burmese, Spanish, and Tagalog. Tutees

wore paired with tutors 'primarily on the basis of
personalityl'outgoing tutors are.peirqd with shy
tutees, and more withdrawn ,student tutors are paired
with outgoing tutees.

the Whisman program was developed oh ,the prin-.
ciple that both the tutors' activities and the
materials used should'' be strutured and tightly
controlled. The materials consist of a ten-level
'set of,graded activities written to help the tutees .

acquire syntactic stsuctures of English through
questions and commands. Level One,involves single-
word commands to which the tutee must respOndt sit,

run, hop., and so forth. At Level Five, the tutor2
pbses "or-thoioe" questions:. Is the dog.in,the tuy
or in the box? Questions become more complex
through Level Ten. At each level, the tutor rea0\\
the commands and questions and evaluates each
response of the tutee as correct. or incorrect.

The tutors are trained by an aide Who follows a
written training agenda. .the 30- minute training
Sessions familiarize the tutors with the specific
procedures Up.be followed.during.each 30-minute

<
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tutoring session (theme procedures are discuated in
Chapter 5 (pp. 109-11).

The program is ,designed to have tutees perform

at a high success rate, If accuracy falls below 90
percent, the aide adjusts the ma rial,downward

. until the 90 percent criterion i attained'. Such

adjustments are based on the wo of the tutor in

tabulating the tutee's perform ce.

In their deicription of the program, Price and
Devine (1982) repqrt that the teachers of both the
learning-disabled tutors and the limited-English
tutees have been pleased by the program. Tutors

-learn organization and attentiOn to tick. Working..

witetnaterial that makes reduced demands on their
reading abilities, they improve their reading

comprehension, sense of syntemi. andgeneral verbal
ability. Thep program also provides tutors with an
increased sense 'at, self-esteem and self-confidence-

a result of having-prOvided help instead of receiv-

ing remedial attention. They also derive the
satisfaction of a close peer relationship. For the

tutees, the program' provides language acquisition
activities under the close individual supervision Of
a tutor trained' to evaluate the tutee's progress.

More important, perhaps, the tutee experiences a
successful and close relationship with a natiVe-'

''speaker peer, and this undoubtedly encourages
limited-English potticipants'tO establish other peer

selationships. . .

An impressiye_example of'a peer involvement

prdhram designed- to, accommodate' the needs of juni,or

high school ESL students at difftqegt stages-ifi---'-'
their develop4ent is degcribedWAkigbe (1975)::
During the first stage of the'progrim, the ESL Stu-,

dents, Whos4-nitive languages are Spanish and
'Korean, are-involved in 'no fewer than three differ-
ent kinds of peer tutoring. In their ESL classes,

' the students are paired with each other for some' of'l

the drill activitiet. 'This.experierice is supple -'

mented by two.other kindEv.of peer involvement, as

0S

4,

follows.
A content tutor helps an individual ESL Student

in course work outside the ESt'claseroom, that is,
in the regular Classes of the school program (math,

68.
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history, science, etc.) : The content tutor reports
on the tutoring sessions to the subject teacher in
whose class the ESL tutee has experienced dif-
ficulty. The subject teacher, in turn, suggests
additional tutoring activities to the content tutor/
the teacher also informs. the tutee's ESL teacher 'of
the tutoring report and subsequent recommendations.,

A Afar teacher. aids helps in the ESL classroom.
by working with small'groupi of students or individ-
ual students according to lesson plans prepared by4
the ESL teacher. In'the ESL classroom, the teacher,
peer teacher aides, and two adult aides rotate from
one group to another. The peer teacher aides and
.adult aides are responsible for. checking student
performance in drill-type activity and for discus-
sing problems at the end of the class period.

Both content tutors and peer teacher aides do a
great deal more. According to Akigbe, they also:

4

help in making games to go with the speci-
ofic lessons, conversation Itpee, writing
rules in (the tutees') natiN2 language for
classroom teachers, as well ais school
contracts in the students' first lan-
guages, hnd correcting papers. They are
sometimes. sent to other classes to help
interpret standards or explain problems to
non-English speaking students. Content
tutors and peer teacher aides take stu-
dents to the library and help with library
,assignments and lead campus tours of small
groupirof ESL students for orientation
lessons. They are also helpful in taking
students to the nurse's office.and to
other stations where an itterpreter is
neeled. (p. 2-3)

Because the tutors do not evaluate the tutees
(they neither give grades nor keep records), they
Are viewed by the.tUtees as friends with whom they
can distuss problems that they Would"not feel com-
fortable discussing with a teacher. This sense of
trust may be faCilitated by the fact that during
this,initlal stage, the peer tutors are either
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former ESL students (whose native languam is either
Spanish or Korean') or students who are Spanish-
English or Korean-English bilinguals because of
the* home environment. In either' case, the tutors

must be 'honor roll students with strong personal
'qualities. °

The second phase of the program begins once the

ESL tutees have broken the language barrier--once
they have become able to function with English in

, the school setting. At this point,hey are
assigned a monolingual English tutor, who Cakes over
the responsibilities of the content tutor (adapting
these somewhat to the now-different needs of the.

tutee). Exactly how much' priogress 'a tutee must have

made in order to be assigned a monolingual peer
tutor isinot specified in Akigbels report; clearly,
though, the monolingual peer tutor's primary role is
that of a "big brother" or "big sister" who proVides
modeling.in'the target language and in cultural
behavior patterns for the ESL tutee. In addition,

the tutor should,facilitate.the dekrelopment of
friendships with other native-speaker age-peers.

Alktutors receive training both before they
begin tueoring.and4while they 'are tutoring. Both

content and peer teacher aides are regularly ob-
served by the ESL teacher, who provide., constructive
criticism. The teacher also makes supplementary-
material available 'and shows! the tutors how to use

audiovisual equipment. For their parttcipatidn,
tutors receive school credit under the heading of
"schoo; service." ,. r

In Akigbe's view, the greatest strength of this
multidimensional peer tutoring program is that it
contributes in numerous. ways -to the adjustment of
the non-Engliiih-speaking student to the junior high

school:
. ,..

4SL students no longer have to experience
failure in a 'school with limited bilingual
or ESL courses. Content teachers
'.have an inter ter/translator service
when needed. The overburdened ESL teacher
can give iadivtdual attention to students
bymelsing tfte tutors for grouping, and can
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motivate his students by the use of games
made by the tutors. Misunderstandings can

bi prevented because students have beeh
informed of school rules which. are.
included in contracts in the student's
.language. Communication with other
departments concerning the progressof ESL
Students is facilitated by the :use of. the

tutoring report. The bilingual and mono- _

lingual pontent tutors and peer 'teacher
aides are viewed by ESL students as
friends {who build A bridge for language,
culture and knowledge in the Junior high
betting.: (pp. 8-9)

. There are several reasons why a tutoring pro-
gram such as.this may not be feasible in many set-
tings. Schools with a more heterolinguistic ESL
population may. find it impossil?le to gather a suffi-
cient,number of former ESL,stddents and other
bilinguals ta"Orovide'fOr the needs of learners froM

'a variety of first lanvage backgrounda.1:he'obvi-
ous administrative oomPie4iby of program may

also overtax an ESL staff th large numbers of stu-

dents and little release time to coordinate the pro-

gram. Nonetheless, the idea of providing different
kinds of peer involvement at the different stages in

ESL students' adjustment is worthy of serious

attention.'

.
Most intergradesprograms in" second language

learning have older, fluent speakers of the language
teach or tutor younger', less proficient learners.
'An anderexploited variation of the iniergrade pat-

tern is to have second language learners use their
developing language skill; in working with yOunger
learners (either fluent ispeakerivor, like the,tutops

themselves, second language learners): While the

older learners may be less proficient linguistic-

ally, they hivcknowledgeiand skills that they can
successfdlly impSrt to younger peers,' even with lim-

ited fluency in the \language.
An activity in which Limited - English sixth

graders write stories\and then dramatise them for

younger studentsAsome\monolingualsEnglish speakers,
. \ ,
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some'limited-Eng
Schmelter (1972)
clear that the a
systematic progr

,easily be the ba
, involvement of

As part of

writing skills,
illdstratedshor
a summary of the
explained the ne

and thee
dren's vocabular

The ,students
koorth end fif

1

ish speakers) is discribed by
Although her report makes it

tivity was not part of a regular,
m of peer teaching, it could very
s of a modest program of peer

is type.

sir classroom work in reading and

hmelter's students wrote and
stories. Each student presented

story to the class; the student
Words they had used in their
worcWwere added to the
lists./
had Alteady been going into

-grede'classes to present their
stories when theaptivityw e expanded to include a
first-gFade class. A epecia storytory based on
material first g dere could derstand was written

'al a grou proj t, and large pictures were cut out
and mount d on ter board to illustrate the story.'
Four six graders with-reading deficiencies were
chosen fi st to amatize the story and then to
teach the r operts,to four first graders. The 'sixth

graders 1ped' sir younger peers with pronuncia- '

tion, ex ression, and story sequence. _
The-experime t culminated when the first grad-

ers came into th- sixth-grade class and dramatized
the'story,,for th students who had originally, writ-

\I
ten it. In 8chmelter's view, the activit was both
eljdyable'and pr uctive, as the sixth grade apR with

lAnguage.difficu ies had had an opportunity to disr
cover that they d the ability to create in activ-
ity that. promote 'the younger students' interest and

language develop nt.-11

A program 'd
Inititute (WPI)
Program of Massa
vides an example
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to address the needs of bilingual students, and cc--
Urns the 'value of peer tutoring in a bilingual
setting.

Science and engineering students from WPI
taught science to children in kindergarten through
eighth grade in bilingual classrooms in a number of
schools. Among 'those WPI resource aides were native
speakers3of Spanish, who could, provide science
teaching .Skills that teachers in the, bilingual pro-

gram lacked. In addition, they served as positive

role models for limited-English children.
Six WPI students were teamed with five bilin-

gual teachers for an academic year. The aides con-
ducted science classes in Englis0 and initiated peer
teaching in 'mall groups. The groups consisted ,of

students with varying English Language and science
skills; peer teaching emphasized basic scientific
concepts and the ability to 'translate these from
English to Spanish.

A number of benefits resulted from this cooper-

ative program. The bilingual teachers learned to
teach science more effectively through their contact
with the WPI students, who were not teachers them-
selves. The WPI students received valuable experi-
ence in communicating their knowledge to nonexperts
--the .students and the teachers. At thesame time,
their experience in the bilingual classrooms
acquainted them with teaching as a possible career.
Extensive contact with fluent, bilingual, college-
age students provided the bilingual pupils with
positive role models and awakened their interest in
science and scientific Careers.

0

' RECIPROCAL

.

The existence in manyfsetti gs of two groups, of

lariguage leirntre, each. learnin .the'native 'language

of the other gloup, creates .a ique opportunity for

reciprocal pee? teaching. In no otheloldrea of edu-

cation are ldarnere as likely .to have Complementary
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abilities that allow them to assume alternatday and
purposefully the role of tutor and tutee.

Two examplesofsreciprocal peer involvement in
second language learning are described here. One

involved elementary school children learning Spanish .

and English; the other was designed to enhance the
learning of French and English by college-age stu-
dents in.a bilk ngual college in' Canada.

English-Spanish

An experimental program in reciprocal peer
tutoring was designed by August (1982). Twenty-41x
Mexican-American children partioipatsd in the pro-

, gram. The childrenbranged in age from six to ten;
all were pupils in a special early childhood educa-
tion program for .kindergarten through fourth grade
in a K-8 elementary school in Mountain View,,...calif.
Of the 729 children enrolled insthe school, 118 were

0 ,

classified as limited-English speakers.
The 26 participants in August's program had

been assessed (by means of the James Language Domi-
nance Test) 'to be either limited-English speakers
(arid fluent Spanish speakers) or fluent English .,

speakers '(and limited-Spanish speakers) . In the

first phase of the program (in fact, the first of
two experiments to measure the effect of peer inter-
action on second language development), 12 limited-
English. children (LES)--including an equpl number of
bays and girls--functioned as peer tatorAfor fluent
English-speaking children (FES).'

* thDuring the time when their language arts class
met, the tutors were taught an Activity by an in-
structional aide. Each of the activities was short,
and each contained an element of novelty'. Thd
activities were dtawn from art, cooking, magic, and
science. The instructional aide taught the tutors
both the English vocabulary And e procedures
necessary

,

to teach the activit to an FES peer.
Tutoring sessions took pl after lunch time

in the language arts cdnter. Each LES .tutor was

able to select an FES partner (tutee) to work with.
Both tutors and tutees had received tra ing before

II(4
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'the beginning of late program, so that all partici-
pants:knew the rules for the peer tutoring sessions.
For example, tpne rule stated that tutees should
allovi tutors :to comOunicati by gesture only after

,......,..... ---4
' the tutors hid made several attempts to convey

e information 'in English. .

Altogether, the first phase of'the program con°
,, sisted of 30 one-hour sessions that todkeplaceover

a period of several month!. Each of trAFLES tutors
participated in .peer tutoring in place 'of their

'regular language claim, in which the Distar.Language
Program was used.

In the second part of the program, 14:FES chil-
1 dren--again, an equal nuMbor of boys and, girls- -were

peer .tutors for Lppupils. The purpose of peer .

1 tutoring in this phase was to determine the effect
of peer tutoring on. the Spanish development of4he

1 FES children, who used the Spanish version -of>the
Dlstar.program in their regular Spanish-language
classroom. Again,. the nonfluent tutor was zto teach /

an activity in the taeOet-language-to a fuily_fluent/
peer.

, .

-
As in the first phase of the program; thel ,

tutors were taught an activity by an instructional i
aide,. 'who helped the children with the Spanish
vocablilary and procedures necessary to teach.the
activity to a fluent Spanish - speaking partner. Fo
this part of the experiment,. the activities involv d

art or cooking. The tutors were able to choose a.
fluent Spanish peer to VA with, and again eactS
tutor engaged in 30 one-Apult tutoring sessions over

a period of several months. .
,

The reingts'of August's study are discussed
Y in the Amnaix (see p. 140). Two final points /

will be made here. First, the peer tutoring prof
giam, as designed by August, did not attempt to have

pairs of LES and FES students btacheach other /0
English and Spanish,Trespectively. For reasons 'of
experiental-design, restrictions had to be plaOed
on whom .the FES (limited-Spanish students) could'
choose- as tutees during the second phase of the,'

program. Clearly, however, the program wuld be
easily modified (and undoubtedly would bitodi4ed)
to allow forgenuine reciprocal peer teaching. For
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this reason, it has been discussed as an example of

reciprocal- peer involvement.
Secondly, the progrv is based on, the concept'

of having the less fluent 'partner act as per
teacher or tutor. Thia is probably less common than

.the use of a more .fluent peer to' teach or tutor a
.less fluent peer, but research in second language
acquisition and the results obtained,in a number of
programs argue-strongly:for further exploitation of
this approabh -to cross-level peer involvement. .

English-French.
A./

A peer involvement programpin which learners
of-both English and Frenph as second langUages
learned each other's <languages, was designed to meet .

the needs of"a large number of students at Glendon
College, a bilingual undergraduate 'university oolr

.legs in Toronto.
, In their progress report on the program,

Martin, Lewin and Cooke:(1978) cite two main

problems that .the. program was designed to address..
The first was the relatively large number of ESL
learners (more than one-fourth of. the total student
enrollment of 1,300 were native speakers Of French

from Quebec) and French as a second language (FSL)

learners. In addition, there was relatively little
mixing of students from these two groups; as a
result, valuable opportunities-to practice What had

been learned in second language classes were not
being exploited.

A,program was designed to provide each language
learner with an opportunity to meet with speakers of
the target language in'a situation in which the
target language would be used. The program also
provides each learner wig an opportunity to meet
with speakers of the. target Language.in.a.setting in
which the learner's native language would be used.

Thus, each learner would receive the benefits of

group activity in the learner's 'targetAlanguage and

would in turn, as a native speaker, provide;khe same ,

benefits to other learners.
.Twenty-four ESL students and 24 FSL students
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the needs of second language students who are being'
trained in' linguistic skills &it who "lack the oppor-
tunity to use these acquired skills in Communicative
settings* By providing students "with a chance to
meet native speakers of American English in an 41

informal, nonthreatening situation, the CTP aims to
develop _learners' confidence irO.heir ability to ,

actually-. communicate in English; to-- -increase their

underttanding of U.S. culture and the sociolinguis-
tic rules of American English, and to make them more
aware of the role played by nonverbal and /erplin-
guistic signals in communication.

The situation of foreign students. at the Uni.7c
varsity of Southern Missistippi is similsr to that
of students in.many ether university -level intensive
English programs. Even when class size is small,
the intensive Ware of the program limits stude40
opportunity to 16velcip real.communicative control of
the language in' the classroom. Outside of class, it
is of ten difficult for f reign students to make con-
tact with native speaker Thus, despite the fact
that students are sed'in.the target language
environment, they often 'lack the confidence and the
means to improve their oral proficiency in the
language through social interaction., Frequently,
the result is that foreign students spend time with
other foreign students, which contributes/further to
their sense 'of isolation from native 'speakers and

engenders resentment and alienation.
The CTP consist* of daily one-Hour sessions.

Participation, by intensive English students is
voluntary; those who 'participate continue to take
their, full load of intensive English,classet.'

SessiOns generally last from two to three weeks
some students are encouraged to continue 'in the CTP
for another two- or three-we k periOd.

Tu s are selected on th is of competitive
intervi s. CTP tutors are paid f om Intensive

English Languaqe.Institute budget rough the

-federally supported Work Study Progtam at, the
Hattiesburg campUs. A supervisor and 40ordina,tor
are responsible for selecting and training person-
nel, ae9igning students' toy groups, coordinating
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scheduling, and administering financial reporting
and evaluation.

training for the tutors is extfonsive. In her

report on the CTP, Conerly (t980) +/Jews these
training procedures in 'detail. .Training consists A/
consultations between the coordinator and individual
tutors, a video'training film and follow-up activ-
ity, and a series of group training sessions.

Ih the consultations with individual tutors,
the coordinator familiarizes them with the pUrposes

and procedures of, the CTP. 1 e activities on which

the sessions 'to beloased are also discudsed.
,These activities'are of two kinds. In the con

versation activity, tutors ar
possible conversation topics.

is suggestions for stimulating
of topics are: holidays, madic
women,,superitition, death, ''Stud

given a list of 20
Each, includes speCif-

iscussion. Examples'
ne, the role of
rejudice. Many_of

the topics relate directly or indirectly to the

experience of giving in a university community.
Second, 'in field activities, tutore are encouraged
to integrate out-of-class activities with the ses-

sions. Trips to-museums, shopping centers, itillper-
markets, local sdhools, and sporting events'are
encouraged in connection with discussions of related

topics. On a aiited basis, tutors may also have
students Participate in recreational activitie.
These field -activities count for one-half time: in
other words, a'two-hour field trip to a'museum .°
counts as the equivalent of a one-hour "classroom"
conversation session.. %The aotual. responsibility for

planning eAch session and developing specific activ-
Lies, hoWever, is the tutors'.

The second part of the tutors' training is
basedlotthe video training film "Peer Tutoring"
(Ferris, Krautwast, & Olson, '1978). This training

film illustrates ,basic "dos and doWts* in peer

tutoring: After they view thetfilm, tutors answer a '
set of self-check. questions based on the film. One

of the questions asks Otago/how they woul0 apply
the guidelines presented to their own tutoring
situation.

The final phavailOgertraining consists of

three workshops. These inservice meetings, flexibly
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scheduled ,adcordidtg to program' and personnel needs,
allow tutors to discuss any administrative problems
that may have arisen, to Share their experiences
with o?ir tutors, and to plan additional activities
such a parties and longer field" excursions (whi(ch
the tutors may choose to do on their owb time Or
the benefit Of their students) . Each workshop has
central theme, however; these themes, are "1 ning
to attend," "barriers to gommunication," and 11
"nonverbal cuesand cross-cultural communication."
Each training session. is 'highly structured, with
specific goals, materials, and activities (for a,
fuller description, see pp. 112-13).

Students are 'grouped according to level of pro-
ficiency. Tutors meet with up to three students
with different first-language backgrounds and of
'roughly equal ability i9 English. In-addition, care
is taken to prevent a highly verbal student from
dominating a session. In such cases, As well as in
cases of personality conflicts, students may be
moved to different conversational groups. Identifi-
cation of such problems is the tutor's responsibil,7
ity, the coordinator, once notified, tak whatever
stalls are necessary to correct the situation.

The CT? uses three different kinds of evalua-
tion. Students evaluate theif; tutors; tutors eval-
uate their students; and the program as a whole is
evaluated. Students who miss more than two sessions
are dropped from the program, tutors who caltinually
receive poor evaluations from their students are
likewise dismissed. ._

Normally, a tutor meets with two different
,groups during each two-week period: At the end of
two wanks, a tutor is assigned. to two new groups of
students. Over an eight,week period, then, a tutor
may interact with over 20 differfnt students." This,
in the opinion of the Intensive hIglish LangUage
Institute staff members, is a cost-effective way of
enriching thejntensive English experience that stu-
dentsereceive in their classes.
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(CHAPTER 4 CROSS-LEVEL PEER INVOLVEMENT IN FOREIGN

LANGUAGE LEARNING] /

Nhis chapter is ,organized in a way sitiplar to

.Chapter 3. Examplei, of cross-level peer involvement

programs developed for foreign language lierning

situations will be described and compared.

SAME-AGE

In second language'instructionithe.use of

. nativerspeaker peers as conversational partners for
foreign students at the college Or university level

.has great potential. Often, a similar possibility

exists in foreign language learning. A program

developed at the Npiversity of Missouri-Rolla
(Giauque, 1975) suggests ways in which foreign stu-

dents can contribute to first- and second-year lan-
guage courses and it the same time derive a number

'of benefits from their involvement with foreigh
language learneri.

Of the 50 Latin American students enrolled'at
the Rolla campus, three served as "animateurs" for a
Spanish 'class lof atm, 20 American students. One day

a Week, the class was divided 'into three groups,

each led by an animateur. While their tasks in-

cluded going over assignments, explaining difficult,
points, and correcting grammar, and' pronunciation

errors, their main functions were to generate com- '

munication in Spanish to create a Spanish

ambiance.
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The point of departure for these small -grout
workshop sessions was the current assignffient. The

real goal of these sessions was to create a situa-
tion in which the students communicate with a
native-speaker peer. If the animpteur was unable to
explain fully any material causing difficulty, the
professor, who circulaelo among the three groups
during the first several sessions, could make
suggestions.

The small-group work supplemented the tour
hours of classioom instruction the students received
each week. In addition to providing a. change from

whole-class, teacher-student interaction, the
sessions allowed the students to practice items they
had been learning in the course. The sessions also

provided for the use of the language skills that '4,

they had begun to practice in class.
One advantage to having foreign students as

tutors is that learners tend to be lass inhibited
with a speaker whose social position is the same as
their own. This difference is partly explained by
the greater authenticity of the tutor - tutee rela-
tionship in the workshop sessions (Giauque, 1975):
In'the classroom,

it is difficult for the American student
to use the target language with a teacher
who he knows speaks English. The teach-
er's sole, fits subconscious tells him, is
to teach, not. to play at \speaking anothat

language. But if another person who is
not the teacher, a peer, uses the target

language, the American student immediately
feels that the situation is authentic and
his inhibitions disappear very rapidly. -
The teacher then bermes a source t help,
rather than a source of annoyance.
(pp. 131-32)

The foreign student tutors were selected on the
basis of intelligence, sensitivity to the problems
of learning a foreign language, empathy, imagina-
tion, pronunciation, end ability, to accommodate
their speech to beginning learners. One hour of

I
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academic credit was 'iven to the tutors (up. to a
maximum of three credit hours) for theirAparticipa-
tion in the program, In addition to setting with
their groups each week, the tutors were also
expected. to complete a limited amount of assigned
reading and a project in one of several areas
related to language instruction and cross-cultural
behavior. A pass/fail grade was given by the super-
vising professor et the end of the academic quarter.'

Because of the small scale of the program, the
animateurs could work in, close consultation with the

. supervising professor. Formal training was quite

limited. The tutors observed, at least one workshop
session, Mainly for the purpoie of learning'that no
special preparation was necessary for them td, tutor
effectively':

Participation in the 'tutoring program offered
the foreign students more than academic credit. The--
small-group.interaction in Spanish that was so use-
ful for the students in the Spanish class also pro -
duced social and psychological benefits for the
tutors. 'American students learned to appreciate the
contribution that foreign st dents can make to a

i

campus, 'and Iriendships betty en tutors an& their
students often developed. A 1 participants learned
a great deal about another c lture through direct
contact. that Alight otherwise not have occurred.

Whether such peer involvement can be developed

in articular setting depends, of course, on the-

es

avail4ability of native errs of the langauge
being studibd. Some col and universities may
not have a sufficient number of native speakers of,
say, GerMan who are interested in serving as anima-
teurs. One alternative is to ind native speakers

of the language in the larger =unity. Even then.

it may be diff}cult to find age eers for the Lan-.
cluage learners, and scheduling problems would un-
doubtedly be more challenging.
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INTERGRADE

English-Speaking Learners of,French
. ,

A cross-Level peer tutoring project
(Fitz -'Gibbon & Reay, 1982)Ninvolving first- and
fourth-year students of French in an urban compre-
hensive school in ,the Newcaitie (England) area -

suggestsmeans for planning and carrying out a
small-scale intergrade program using teachers with-
out extensive inservice. training.

Researchers from the School of Education at the
University of Newcastle-upon-Tyne-met with the for- .

*
,

eign,language stAff and administrators at a compre7
pensive school and suggested the possibility of. an
experimental project in peer tutoring. Maui project

.
*

would be designed and tunby participate teachers,
with the University ,contribution confined to col- .,

lecting evalUative data... Two teachers --one teaching
firet-year students of French.and.the .other a teach-
erof fourth-Oar French--agreed to collaborate.

'The context in which this project took.place i

.

can be partially inferred from the results of a
questionnaire administered to fixst- and fourth-year'
students before the program'began. Asked to indi-
cate agreement or disagreement with-a number of
statements about French language study, ,both groups
of students showed little reluctance in expr sing

l;
their dislike for the" subject. Only one in n stu-

dents agreed with the statement, "I enjoy Fr ch";
close to 80%:agieed with the statements, "French is .

a waste of time".and."I hate French." Not a single

one of the fourth-year students agreed-v*0 the *,

statement, "I would liketo visit France," iind only
3% of each group agreed that "French is a uheful

subject," .
. .

& . What makes these,resulti'aven more startling ,is
that the first-year students had nbt really, oven
begun to study. French; their.firq-year *urge was a'

,

"prelanguage" program that introduces.Frinch culture
and customs and a limited amount of 4ocebU4ary* y
contrast,. the fourth*qear students consiltutiod the

relatively small percentage of students o had per- ,
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severed ,through three years of French alregdy; thus
they were not dropouts, but the. "survivors,". so to
speak..

The participating teachers chose the exercises
that would be used in tutoring sessions:

theta involved French to English and Ellg
lish to French translation of fille-vocabu-
retry &roast numbers from one to forty,
days of the week, namihg colours, telling
time and the weather. It was important
that these topics represented work which
the tutors (who were.chosen from among. 1

low-achieving fourth-yea. studentsneeded
to learn or practice and which were

suitable for the tutees. (p, 40)

The project consisted of.six 70-Minute pe iods
over a three-week span. Each 70- minute period was
divided as follows: an initial 20-minute peri d
during which tutors prepared with their super ising
teacher, a 30-minute tutoring period, and a
201-minute discussion .between tutors and their super-
vising teachers of the problems.the.tut:ors had .

encountered. tialf of the tutoring groups met in the
classroom 'of one of the teachers; the other half met
in the other supervising teacher's classroom.

The peer groups themselves consisted of one
tutor working with two tutees. Pairings were .made ,

as follows:

Tutees were assigned to tutors from rank-
ordered ilists, so that highracoring tutors
worked with high-scoring tutees. The main
concern prompting this method of assign-
ment was the need to avoid having. a tutor

faced with a tutee who was. more'able. *(p, 41)

Although the 8Uperliising teachers were present
in the Classrooms while the tutoring sessions took
place, they did not interfere in the tutoring

9
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sessions; suggestions and Corrections were given'to

.

tutors only during the follow-up period.,
The supervising teachers characterized the

tutoring sessions as orderly and purpoiefult
. although differenttutOrs chose different teacher
styles--,sOme relaXed and informal, others very
businesslika-7all the tutors, despite being low;
achieving fourth-year students, prove4'quite capable!
of conducting the sessions without assistance. The

quality of the teaching seemed to vary according to
the quality of resource materials available for use
by the tutors. Informatj.on on the succes, of the

projecti as measured by the' evaluativedate collect-
ed, is reported in. the Appendix (see, pp. 145-46).

Portuguese.Speaking Learners'of English.

The Fitz-Gibbon and Reay (1982) intergrade peer
tutoring project was designed to stimulate the
interest of poorly motivated and low-achieving
fourth -year students. The program at the Catholic
University of ao Paulo (Brazil), which Celani
(1979) reports on, was directed primarily at the

needs of first-year students taking a.degree in
Englith.

.

The problem was one that most language teachers

have to dealiwith-to.some degree,. The students%,
initial en*Isiaim for acquiring oral skills in Eng-
lish often disappeared very quickly. According to
Celani, there were a. number of reasons for- this
widespread decrease in motivation. Foremost,
perhaps, was the fact that students had vittually no
access to English outside of class: In view of the
lack of practice opportunities outside of class, the
students' initial expectations may also have been
unrealistic; in 1977, more. than 86% of the 170
first-year students\indicated,that they expected,
after a single year ',of instruction, to acquitgnear-

native speaking and listening skills in English. .In.

addition, the curricului.for the first two years of .\
instruction was aimed, much more at skill- building --

that is, Toracticin4 the language forxits own s4ke--
than at-using the language for communication. .
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A number of measures were taken to provide for
greater use of English in the 'first .-year' classes:
individualized pacing, small-group workemphasiiing
role - laying, simulatione, and other more "communi-
cative" activities (such as classroom activities
baSed on interviews of the ieW native speakers of
English in the community) . What seemed to be most
effective, however, was a peer tutoring program in
which selected fourth-year students met with groups'
of about' tan first-year-students for three or four
hours a week.

The fourth-year students (referred to as "moni-
tors"), who had been selected on the basis of their
oral proficiency in English, their personalities,
and,their enthusiasm for language learning and
interest in foreign culture, provided extra small-
group language practice and helped students wi

dividual learning difficulties. These activi es

we a useful supplement to what the first-yea stu-

dents received in their regular classes. But the
greater benefit of the program was psychological;
according to Celani (1979), the monitors were:

the realisation of en ideal, the ideal
near native speakers that most beginners
aim at beComing by the end of the course.
Thus' it has been poSsible to sustain the
initial high motivation, in spite of
adverse circumstances, by having monitors
close to first..year students, as evidence
or-what can be achieved in not too long a
period of time. The junior students know
that only three years earliertheir moni-
tors were' in a position similar to theirs.
(p. 199)

For the monitors themselves, the program
apparently provided important benefits. The moni-
tors received no compensation, and the time commit-
ment was Slistantial--roughly ten hours a week,
including Ohparaiion, consultation with teachers,
and actual gontact.with the-Airst-year students.
Yet competition `among fourtflyear students to become
monitors was keen. Being a monitor carried a great
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deal of prestige; in addition, it provided_ptre
advanced learners with an opportunity to pradnce
their language skills and use the language in a

meaningful way.

ErigliO-Speaking 'earners of German

LiWthe tutoring program for Brazilian learn-
ers of English, the program developed by Semke
(1975) for American learners of German at WIstmar
(Ia.)*College was based on the premise that peer
involvement provides benefits to both the more
advanced tutors and the less advanced-tutees. Un-

like the program at the Catholic University of dil6

Paulo, however, the Westmarprogram was developed as
an integral part of5oth the first7 and second-year

German courses; it was thus designed to involve 4.

all students at these *els. The program was to be
a part of each first-year student's experiencie with

the language,'Ond all second-year students--not just
`those who were most proficient in German or most
enthusiastic about working with less advanced learn-

.

ers--would act as:tutOra.
One hour a week of."drill sessions" was added

to the four regular class houri at both levels.
Bdsed on the schedules of the students in the two
claildes, five drill session groups were set up:

Each small group consisted of between six and lien
students, with a minimum of two second-year students
and 'four first-ieat students in each grOup.

gather, the 'program involved 27'first-year German
students and 16 second -year German Students:

The tutors themselves were.th be in charge of

the sessions. Since.the tutoring sessions would be
directed at the materials the first-year Students

were working with, some of the first-year courst
material (the (Juten Tag film series and textbook)

was included in the second-year course. The tutors

also took the same'weekly tests on Upten Tag as the

first-year students. .

Each week,short discussions were held in the
second-year clans to determine what Would. be done in

the upcoming drill session. The most frequently .
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used activities werei' conversation practice based
on question-answer .drillso vocabulary drills; oral
reading; review of grammar exercisei; and review of
the turrent film. The tutors wet', not restricted.-U1-
these activities, however.-

Responsibility for making the drill Sessions.
useful mas'shared by the tutors and tutees; The

tutors filled out a form after each session that
summarized 'and evaluated theliession.. The first- .

year students alto. kept a record of their 'attendance
(attendance at the sessions counted toward the final
grade in each course)..

Student reaction to the program at theend of
the first semester, wasioverwhelmingly favorable; All
but one of the 27 first -year students wanted thei .

program continued during' the following semester.
. The tutees found the. sessions enjoyable and helpful.

For the second-year students, the program was also
rewarding, and all of the tutors were, willing to
..continue'participation in the ptogram during the
second semester.

From the teacher's perspective, the fact that

the students were sing German during most of the
hOur was can important asset of the program. The

more relaxed atmosphere of the small-grotip format.
was also considered' valuable in allowing the tutees
to ask questions and to seek help. The program was

. seen as instrumentalin'reducing the' attrition rate
after the end of the first setester. Twenty of the

27 first-year students continued 'with. the second

semester; in the two previous years., only slightly.
more than half of the first-year students had done
so.

INTERSCHOOL

ea

,French and Spanish

In arr interschool tutoring, program described by
Eiehn (1975),- students in third- and fourth-level
high school French and Spanish classes taught FLES
classes to students in grades 4-6. One of the most
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noteworthy features of this program was that the
tutors partrcipated in preparing teaching units d

materials.
The need for the program aillset.When a new

school building ws'opened in the Geneseo (N.Y.)
School District. Half of the K-6 children we A

moved to the new facility, bust no PIES teac r was

hired for the new buildings, Concerned abou the

possibility that a flourishing FLES prOgra would no

.longer be available to all elementary stu ants, the
foreign language depattment at the high hool
received permission to deVelop a peer teaching
program.

The tutors in the prograa were vo nteers who

gave up study halt periods or foreign nguage class

periods twice a week in order" to par cipate. The

entire third quarter of the 'school ye r was spent in
planning the program, which not -gin until the

fourth quarter. During thi's time, e tutors were

active in. developing the course con ent (Biehn,
1975):

92

E h would -be' tutor made up a teaching
unirgimen assloned topic (colors, ani-
mals, aTheroom objects, etc.), They sug-
gested vocabulary and indicated teaching

'methods. They 'made visuals such as flash-

cards and charts that could be use1. They
especially tallied to think of games that
could be played and described these games
in the unit. Then all of the units were
placed in a centtal file accessible to all
the tutors. The plan was to cover as many

of the Units as possible, butithere was no
prebsure to finish them all. There was no
strict order as to which unit had to

follow which. The tutors chbee the. units
they planned to teach each week according
to the capabilities of their group and ac-

cording to their orion personal preference.

(pp., 929-30)
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As part of their initial training, sevfral of
the tutors participated in.simulated teaching
sitkaations, with seventk-grade stikdents. Videotapes.

were made of these se lions the tapeiwere then
viewed and discussed by all the tutors. Tutors were
instructed to emphasize the spoken language,
although attention' to writing was not excluded.
They were also instructed- to report any disciplinary
problems t the elementary teachers immediately.

Participation in the FLES program was volun-
tary. The elementary school teachers gent out a
mailing that explained the program to parents.
After parents had indicated whether their child
would participate and which language the child wou
study, the elementary teachers placed the children
into compatible ltarning groups of three to five
students. Each tutor met with one of these groups
twice a week for a half-hour each time. Because of
the "open school" nature of the elementary classroom
building, finding a comfortable place to meet infor-
mally presented no difficulty.

While they were teaching, the tutors recorded
their teaching experience in journals. They kept
track of their own performance and of the progress
of their students (although the FLES students
received no grades).

Altogether, more-than 20 peer teachers ark
close to 100 FLES students participated in the 1

phase of tie program. The students' progress
exceeded expectations, and the number of students G

who dropped out was very small. On the whole, th'e

tutors found that their experience in the program,
which offered them the opportunity, to use what they
had learned in their own language learning efforts,
was highly rewarding.\

The use of langUage students as peer teachers
in a situation in which conventional teacher-
ttirected instruction is not possible may be one of
the most productive applications of peer involvement

in foteign language learning. As school systems

come under increasing preissure to reduce budgets,
many so-called, "luxuries"--Aominent anion alai
'FLES and other language programs for elementary
school childrenare dropped; in other apes, such
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programs are not established becauie of the staffing
costs involved,

French, Spanish, and German

An even larger-scale interschool peer teaching
program was begun in 1975 in the'Memphis (Tenn.)
City School System. By the 1977-78 school year, 8Q
second-year high school students of French, Spanish,
and German were providing peer instruction to
approximately 1,500 elementary students in ten dif-
ferent elementary schools.

The High School Languages Tutoring Program,
(Williford, 1979) was developed after other alter-
natives proved unfeasible. Funds to provide trained
personnel to offer foreign language instruction at
the elementary level were not available, and
attempts to have local colleges;and universities 'set
up a courwto train elementary teacherswere' unsuc-
cessful. The High School Languages Tutoring Program
offered academic credit to second-year high school
students for teaching elementary students twice a
week for 45 minutes. Scheduling was made possible
by the fact that the high school day.ended an hour
earlier than the. elementary. school day, so that
instruction could be offered to the elementary stu-
dents at the end of their school day. The program
was based on wide support and coordination among the
foreign language consultant for the Memphis City
School System, high school teachers, and. principals .

at participating elementary schools. .

. Lessons and materials were selected and pre-
pared by the teachers and the foreign language
consultant, who also acted as liaison between the
elementary schools and the high schiaols. High

603.001 foreign language teachers assisted in the
ialanning and preparation work of tutors on the three
days of the week when the tutors were not teaching. ,
The role of the elementary teachers was to sit in
on classes Amid maintain discipline. Tutor perfor-
mance, including ability, attitude, cooperation, and
personality,' was evaluated by all participating
teachers.
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The lessons given to the elementary students

focused on topics usually covered in FIAS programs:

greetings, names, .colors, numbers, parts' of the

body, articles of clothing, foods:, and commands, In

activities such as games, songs, skits, and role

playing, thevelementar4studepts received an initial

exposure to the spoken language."

The success of the program is reflected in the

reports of.both the elementary school principals,

who stated that the program was an important 'factor

in retaining some students in the public schools,

and high school teachers, who claimed that many stu-

dents were enrolling in the second-year language

courses because of their interest in participating

in the tutorial program.

RECIPROCAL

The concept of reciprocal peer involvement in

foreign language learning is well-illusttated by a

program developed at the University of York (Eng-

land) Language Teaching Centre (Daiwood, 1977). The

concept is to:

pair off an equal number of native speak-.

ors of two target languages .who act turn

and turn about as teacher-informant and

learner, within a carefully planned time-

table which also Allows for group discus-
sions held one day in one language, one
day in the other., The language -of - the -day

principle extends in fact to all social

intercourse and all work, except for daily

target language sessions. (p. 73)

Based on succossful(implementation of such a

'program for English teachers of Spanish and Spanish

. teachers of English, the Centre initiated a.summer

program for sixth-form students of.French and French

peers learning English.
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Its program was designed for groupsiof'well-
motivated students, with the total number of parti-
qipans no fewer than 12 and no more than 32. Thp

program lasts from two to three weeks, during whiA
time the French Students pome'to York and stay at
the homes of the English /participants or- with other

families as paying-clues ils .1

The key activity n the program is work in
. pairs. Each pair con ists of an English student and
a French student, wh alternate as teacher and
tutee. The pair ma is for 75 minutes in the morning
and works with a reading text, exercises, and

discussion questio6 selected and prepared by the
staff. The role of the peer teacher is to e*plain
difficulties and in general to help the tutee work
through the various tasks presented. In the after-
noon, pairs come together in small groups (the maxi-
mum id four pairs, or eight students, per group) and
work further with a member of the staff on the text
and accompanying worksheet, again using the language
of the day.

Other components of the program include small
group work in aural comprehension and oral expres-
sion, pronunciation practice, daily plenary sessions4,
in the language of the day, and evening and weekend
activities and excursions. The staff consists of
fOur adult tutors (one of whom serves as the program

director). All staff members are effectively bilin-
gual, although two are nat4ve speakers of English
and two are native speakers of French.

Crucial to the success of the program is the
method by which participants are paired. One
procedure considered for adoption at the time of
Dalwood's report is a system in which each English-
speaking pirticipant can choose his or her French-
speaking partner on English language days; French

1

While it might be argued that the group visiting
the host community is, during the duration of its
stay, engaged in d second language learning experi-
ence, the stay is generally so short that the basic
relationship of the target language community to
the learners remains essentially the same.
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participants can choose their English patners on

French language days. Pairing to thus fleicible and

student-determined.
Reciprocal programs 'such as this obviously

require much more long-range planning than most
other peer involvement programs. The cost of the

program for participants coming to the host commun-
ity to considerable, and, the administrative work
involved in setting up the program, preparing',
materials, finding suitable staff, and arranging for
actommildations requires a long-term commitment.
Hosting a reciprocal program is an alternative to
taking a group of language learners on a study-
abroad program, but in no way is it less demanding
of the organizer's time and energy. It should thus

be best viewed as a very special - -and less widely
applicable--pattern ofpeer involvement in foreign
language learning.
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[CHAPTER 5
SETTING UP A PEER INVOLVEMENT PROGRAM]

In this chapter, general guidelines r settin
cross-level peer involvement program in
learning are given. The focus of the chapter is on

the various. decision-making areas at need to be

considered in planning, operating and evaluating a
peer teaching or tutoring projec'

Because peer involvement prtrams can vary so
greatly in size and scope, thein tial stages of
program development may need to be more formal in
some settings than in others. Even n small-scale

projects, however, participating teac rs and admin-
istrators would be well-advised to give
care to planning as must necessarily take place in
larger programs. Small-scale projects can often be
expanded to include more ,students and to encompass
more goals; thus, careful initial planning can make
the transition to a larger program much easier.

DESIGNING THE PROGRAM

Often, the general shape of a program--the stU-
.dents whom it will serve, the goals.toward which It
will be directed, and other factors--will be dic-
tated by an already-existing need or problem. In

such cases, as well as in situations in which peer
involvement is viewed as a desirable program com-
ponent,, planning begins with a precise assessment of

needs, goals, and resources.
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Needs and-0oals

In the best of circumstances., periodic curricu-
lum evaluation will already have suggested in what
ways learners' needs are not being met and what edu-
cational outcomes are not being produced. Attrition
rates in foreign language courses, 'pbor performance
on end-of-term tests, and widespread poor attitudes
toward foreign language study are observable symp-
toms of a need to reassess' an existing foreign
language program. Sometimes, however/ unanticipated
problems arise. In second language learning situa-
tions, a large influx of limited-English speakers to
a school system can take place without advance warn-
ing. Nevertheless, the difficulty limited-English
speakers (or learners of any other second language)
may have in coping with the mainstream program and
in fitting into'the social structure of the school- -
even when transitional ESL claSses are provided--can'
be anticipated.

The first step in designing a peer involvement
as a partial solution to problems such as

these s to determine as precisely as possible the
nature of the problem and, if possiblep.to'break the
problem down into its component parts. Part of this
.process is determining whether. the problem is a
general one or one that affects certain students, or
groups of students, more than others. Questions
such as.the following are useful to ask at this
planning stage:

Is there a link between Aademic success of
limited-English students in our school and their
social integration in the school?

At what point in a foreign language prograM
is the attrition rate the highest?

Are there specific skills that our second or
foreign language students fail to learn in the nor-
mal language classes?
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Are there particular attitudes or intergroup
tensions that cooperative contact among students
might counteract?

From the answers to these initial questions often
comes a clearer statement of needs and goals. Along

with this first task, it is important to make an

.
initial assessment of the resources available in
setting up.a peer involvement program.

Resources

In ,the initial planning and design stage,
attention must be given to available resources.
Preliminary consideration of each of the following
questions may be helpful in determining what is and
is not feasible:

What kind of administritive support is avail-
able? What role might the principal(s) or head-
master(s) in the school(s) involved be willing to
play in promoting a peer involvement program? Is

there an ESL or foreign language coordinator avail-
able to provide overall coordination?

How many members of the teaching staff might be
interested in participating in the training and

supervision process? In what way can these addi-
tional responsibilities be most fairly added to
their workload?

1

What kind of clerical asststance is available?
If none, on whom will this *responsibility fall, or

how can it be distributed?

.How many potential tutors are there in the
school building (or in the school system)? What

possibilities exist for enlisting the participation

of potential tutors?

What facilities ake available for use by the
program? Will there be rooms available for tutoring
to take place? Is there secure but accessible space
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for storage of a central file .of teaching/tutoring ,

materials? Will there be appropriate meeting space
available for such activities as tutor training,
tutee orien tion, and consultations between tutors
and supery sing teachers?

Are funds available to cover costs of materials
or materials preparation? What funds exist to cover
mailing and publicity costs (for example, when
mailings will be sent to parents or to the community
at large)?

Again, in many situations -- particularly when
the program is conceived as a small -scale pilot
project involving a single teacher or two cooper-
ating teachers--many .of these questions are less
immediately relevant than planning for a larger
program. The besi. guiding principle for initial
program design is to think initially in terms,of a Ig

modest initial program without ignoring altogether
the possibility that the program will be expanded.

The initial planning stage may help program
designers rule out certain possibilities and focus
their attention more clearly on others, From the
planning stage should dmerge a preliminary plan for
allocating responsibility in a number of areas and
for coordinating-each person's participation. The

plan should take each of the following areas into
consideration:

selection of participants;

recruitment of tutors and program publicity;

pairi4 and groUping procedures;

scheduling;

preseryice training of tutors;

orientation Of tutees;

supervision and inservice consultation-with
tutors:
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record-keeping, including evaluation of tutors,
tutees, and the program;

progress reports to classroom teachers-, school
administration, and parents; and

materials acquisition,, preparation, and filing .

SELECTION OF PARTICIPANTS

Program needs and goals determine to a large
extent 'which students are selected to participate in
a peer involvement-program. Two basic options
exist. In some cases, a program is ail-inclusive:
All students in one or more classes participate.
Many programs are based .on the premise that peer
involvement provides benefits for all participants;
participation, as an integral part of the overall
course, is mandatory. Examples of all-inclusive
programs include the Westmar College program (see
pp. 90-91) and the experimental program at the
University of Sri Lanka (see pp. 65-66).

More commonly, peer involvement programs are
detective: A limited number of students tutor
another group (or class): New programs of ten begin
on this basis, with the aim of becoming all-inclu-
sive at a later time. In selective peer involvement
programs, the basis of selection of tutors and
tutees can'vary greatly: In same-level programs,
one obvious approach is to have high-achieving (more

proficient) learners tutor low-achieving (less pro-
ficient) learners. In cross-level programs, tutors
are often selected according to sesteral criteria,

including intelligence, fluency, personality, and
enthusiasm. Sometimes, however, a cross-level
program is specifically designed to address the
needs of the tutors as well.as those of the tutees.,
an such cases, the tutors themselves may be low
achievers or other individuals for whom peer in-
volvement might be highly reinforcing (for example,
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the Whisman Language Tutor Program; described on
pp. 67-68).

In selective programs, selection of tutees is
generally the .responsibility of -the teacher(s), in
some cases with the assistance of guidance person-
nel; the language teaching supervisor, or other
administrative staff. However, in some cases--many
peer-taught FLES programs fall into this category,- -
parents' preferences determine which students will
receive peer instruction.

Selection of tutors is sometimes ; a, delicate
matter. While it may be more efficient for tutors
to be handpicked, so to speak, it is probably wiser ,

to inform all potential tutors Of.the'aimi'ot a peer
involvement program and the criteria that will be `

used in selecting tutors. Many students who might
be overlooked may in fact be quite interested in'
-serving as a peer teacher or tutor, and these stu-
dents may in fact haye certain characteristics (such ,

as enthusiasm and other personal qualities) that
will enable them to work very effectively with less
`proficient peers.

A peer involvement program based on volun-
teering will need criteria for selecting tutors.
Following is a list of the main factors thait the
various peer programs described in this volume have
used:.

academic achievement (high or low, depending on
program goals) ;

e- proficiency in the target language;

4, knowledge of,the native language of second lan-
guage learners;

'pensitivity to language learnets and other
dultures;

personality (empathy, enthusiasm, imagination,
etC.).; and

1/04

4/.....

work habits and attitude (cooperation, ability
to deal with, criticism, etc.)

,

4
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RECRUITMENT OF TUTORS, AND PROGRAM lIbBLICITY

In some settings, the problem
one of choosing from ,among a, large_
teers as it is finding An'adequate
suitable tutors. When tutprs 'must

is not so much -

group of volun-
number of
be recruited,

thought must 'be given to incentives that might make
peer teaching'qr.tutoring attractive to potential
participants. Recruitment involves two activities:
identifying potentially effective tutors and publi-
cizing the program and its benefits for tutors. An
example of how potAptial tutors can be identified his
given by Akigbe (1975). In the program she gel/el-
oped for ESL students at.the junior high school
level (see pp. 68-71), all of the following methods
were used AOrecruit bilingual and monolingual peer
tutors:

observations kept on' the progress of former ESL
students;

honor roll and cumulative records;

counselor recommendations;

teacher recommendations (especially from
department ohairpeople);

recommendations of former tutors;

discussion and recruitment from regular English
classes _by ESL coordAator (or from foreign
language, classes by foreign language
coordinator);

1.05

notices in the daily student bulletin;,and

support of English teachers through informative
. discussion of the importance and advantages of
being bilingual.

.
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In spy programs based on voluntary participa-
tion, the intangible'' benefits of the program are
often viewed by tutors as sufficient reward for
their efforts. In other cases, additional incen-
tives are offered. These are generally of three
kinds.

omperisation

At the college or university level, it is some-
times possible to link, a peer involvement project
with a work study program, so that tutors are
actually paid for their services. This puts par-
ticipation in a peer involvement program into the
same category as tutoring work at remedial learning
skills centers such as exist in most colleges and
universities in the United States. The Conversation
Tutor Program at the 'University of Southern Missis-
sippi (see pp. 78-81) is an example of a program
that offers compensation.

Academic Credit

Many secondary and postsecondary schools have
arrangements to award academic credit'for certain
kinds of work experiences. Two programs described
earlier, in this volume--Nut the junior high level
(see pp. 68-71) and one a e4senior high school
level (see pp. 94-95)-7afer this incentive for
participation.

Performance Awards

Neither compensation nor academic credit may be
appropriatt in many peer involvement situations.
There are other ways to recognize conscientious and
effective. participation in a peer involvement
program that both provide peer tutors with a sense
of achievement and enhance the prestige of the
program itself within the school. Certificates of
Participation, official` letters of commendation,
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announcements at school meetings and award
assemblies,/ and other forms of publicity give tutors
public recdgnition of.the efforts they make on
behalf of their fellow students. In the Whisman
Language Tutor Program (described on pp. 67 -68),
iron-on transfers of the program logo are

of
awarded.

after a period o successful tutoring; these, along
with certificates of accomplishment awarded at the
end of the year, provide tangible evidence of the
contribution that tutors make to their peers and to
the school as 'a whole.

co- PAIRING AND GROUPING

The way in which tutors and tutees are matched
is another are in which decisions are shaped in
large tart by program goals and by. the numbs k of
participants involved. For example, .in forely1 lan-
guage programs in which low-achieving tutors ore
paired or grouped with yodhger, less advanced tu-
tees, dare must be taken to ensure that no tut s

are placed with a tutor lass adOanced than the 's
tutees themselves. The experimental program de
scribed by Fitz-Gibbon and Reay (1982; see pp. 86-
88) placed peer tutors and tutees..in rank-orderecU
lists based on pretest scores and grouped the
students on the basis of these rankings. In cross
level programs in.which the tutors are all consid-
erably more advanced than the tutees, matching 81
this kind is less crucial.

In some cases, the number of tutees will be
much greater than the number, of tutors. Grouping in
such programs tends to aim at creating small groups \

of tutees of mixed ability, so that slower learners
will have both more advanced learners at their own
level as well as their peer teachers or tutors to
provide motivation and direction.

Another general practice In cross-level pro-
grams is to restrict dyads to same-sex pairings,

although there is little .empirical evidence to sup-
port the claim that same-sex pairings facilitate
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learning (Feldman, Deqn-Sheehan, & Allen, 1976).
Often, it is not even Wasible'to follow conven-
tional practice, as the group of tutors may be pre-
dominantly male or female.

Two other.possibilj.ties for pairing and
grouping are student-determined pairings--an example,
of this A.s described in the reciprocal program at,
the University of York (see pp. 95-97)-and rotating
pairings and groupings, in which tutors work with
different individuals or small groups for short
periods.. of time. This latter possibility should be
viewed with caution, however, lince it may prevent
tutees from establishing durable affective bonds
with a tutor and thus undermine an important goal of
a peer involvement program.

SCHEDULING

Scheduling problems will undoubtedly figure
heavily in preliminary discussions of a peer in-
volvement program. If planning takes Place far
enough in advance, two or more participating
teachers may be able to arrange for theirclasses to
be scheduled during the same time slot so that all
participatipg students in an intergrade cross-level
program will be tree at the same time.' With such
arrangement, pairs or small groups. of students can
meet in one or.more of the classrooms.

Sometimes, peer tutoring will have to take
place outside of normally .scheduled classes, during
study hall periods, .recesses, or other' free time.
Here, the participation of school administrators can
be invaluable; administrative personnel are in a
much better position than regular classroom teachers
to anti spate such scheduling needs and to devise
solutions. Peer tutoring and teaching sessions held
outside of class time are of course easier to

,arrange at the university level; even here, however,
responsibility for securing adequate meeting rooms
should generally be taken by supervising teachers or
administrative ,personnel.
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As for the ideal length of sessions, the ten-
dency is for peer teaching or tutoring involving
elementary school students .to last no more than'30
minutes. Sessionsjhvolving older learners should
range between 30 and 75 minutes, with the most
Appropriate period to be determined by the level of
prof icienoy of the participants and-the nature of
the activities done in the sessions.

In deterlining both the length of individual
sessions'and the number of sessions per week, pro-
gram designers should keep in mind that peer, teach-
ers and tutors will need roughly twice as much time
for preparation, record-keeping; and consultation
with supervising teachers (or the program coordina-
tor) ap the actual amount of time spent. in peer
teaching or tutoring sessions themselves. In the
actual scheduling of meeting times, it may be wise
to schedule, whenever possible, a block of time
during which preparation, peer teaching or tutoring
sessions, and.follow-uOlconsultation or record-
keeping can take place consecutively..

PRESERVICE TRAINING OF TUTORS

ti

An indispensable step in developing a sound
peer involvement program is training participants.
while in some programs a part of the preservice
training is offered to'all participants--tutors and
tutees alike--usually tutors receive separateorien-
tation before a program begins. Often, some activi-
ties are first presented in preservice training and
carried over into workshops, meetings, and other
inservice activities.

In small programs; preservice training may be
relatively informal; in larger ones, the training
program often involves considerable 4dvance planning
and coordination. The major goals o preservice
training, along with some procedures and activities
for achieving them, ire,described in the following
'pages. Different programs, of.course, will choose
to emphasize different goals.
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Familiarizing Tutors with the Purpose
of the Program

All participants must understand the purpose of
a peer involvement program: who will be tutored,
why they will be tutored, and with what longer7range
goals. .An explicit statement of program goals is
often made whpn tutors are being recruited. Even in
programs in which participation is mandatory, a
Clear statementoof purposes and goals lays the foun-
dation for the entire Operation of the progrir,ii

OUtlining Expectations and Responsibilities
of Tutors

Tutors must know as clearly as possible what
will be expected of them. Understanding their
responsibilities helps tutors make most efficient
Use of time and avoids confusion. In the Whisman
Language Tutor Program (see pp. 67-68), a training
agenda details the procedures that tutors must
follow during the 30-minute period they spend with
their tutees as follows:

1. Signing in and out of the tutor room

2; Preparing and cleaning up materials and
, work station

3. Escorting students to and from class

4. Reading' commands and questions

5. Recording, responses on the Scoring Sheet--
a slash for a correct answer and a 0 for an
incorrect response

6. Reinforcing responses with the word "Good"
oco

7. Modeling incorrect responses correctly and
then ripeating the stimulus-, allowing the tutee to
respond'
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'8. totaling the responses and graphing the
rostilts'of the session's work. (Price & Dequine,
1982, p. 367)

In different programs, the tutoring, record-
keeping, consulting and evaluation responsibilities
of tutors will be explained differently, depending
on the age of the tutors and the degree to which
tutoring sessions 'are structured. Tutors who are to
receive. acadlmic credit or otherncompensation for
their partiapation also should be told the basis on
which such credit or compensation is offered.
Tutors also need to know what to do in case they
cannot be-present at a tutoring session or in the
event that their tutee(s) cannot attend.

In an ongoing peer involvement program an
activity that can help familiarize tutors wi h the
procedures thdy willf011ow is to have pros ctive
tutors observe the performance of students o are
currently tutoring. Learning by direct observation
is often much more effective than simply reading or
hearing an explanation of tutor responsibilities.

Outlining Responsibilitie6 of
Othem Participants

An explanation of the responsibilities of other
participants should accompany the outline of tutor
responsibilities. Again, depending on the-size of
the program, training in this area will need 0 be
either relatively informal or very carefully. struc-
tured. In all cases, however, tutors need to know
what kind.of problems they should attempt to resolve
themselves anewhom they should report other dif-
ficulties to. Depending on the program, the respon-
sibilities of tutees, teachers, administratois, and
the tutoring coordinator may all be explained.

Providing Tutors with the Opportunity
to Meet Bach Other

An important function of preservice training is



to enable tutors to establish bonds with e h other
and to develop a "team spirit." This is im ortant
.even in programs in which most or all of th tutors
already know each other or are in fact classmates.
Particularly in programs in which tutors thembelves
will be responsible for develOping materials and
activities that will be used by other tutors, this

. aspect of the training program is essential. Tutors
can be an important source of moral support for each
other and can provide suggestions and ideas for more
effective tutoring. These outcomes are only pos-
sible, however, when tutors have had the opportunity
to develop a spirit of cooperation.

Sensitizing Tutors to the
"Helping Process ".

Willingness and eagerness tob work with other
learners does not necessarily mean that tutors will
know how to do so effectively. In many peer in-
volvement programs, preiervice training of Xutors
includes., activities that make tutors aware of the
ways in which they communicate. This becomes even
more urgent when tutors work with individualsrfrom
a different language and cultural background.
Particularly in programs in which native speakers
with little second or foreign language learning
experience or with little previous contact with
individuals' from different culures will be tutors,
these activities can alert tutors to .potential
difficulties and can prevent serious cross - cultural
misunderstanding.

Examples of such activities are those used in
the Conversation Tutor Program at the University of
Southern Hississippi.(described on pp. 78-81); three.
Workshops (in this case conducted on an inservice
basis) were given to'tutors, each session stressing
a.different aspect of the tutoring prodess.

The first of these, based on techniques devel-
oped by Cope and Acton (1978), is entitled "Learning
to Attend", its' goals ars*
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to provide the tutor with skills to become
a more attentiveiperson; to show the tutoi.

, how this attentijenese will help him
become a better facilitator of coimpunica-
tion; to' learn how to use the skills which
maximize communication by the, foreign
student and to minimize theverbalizatioh
of the tutor. (Conerly11980,1 p. 67).

The Second workshop is entitled "Barriers to
Communication"; the main activity is a problem-
solving task adapted from a lesson in the.U.B. Army
race relations training program (U.S. Army, 1974).
Because the two Participants. in this exercise are
led to believe that they have the same information
(when in fact they do not), the exercise can make
tutors more sympathetic'to the frustrations that
language learners experience when their best
attempts at'communication break down. Thus, the
goal of this workshop is similar 10 that of an
activity widely used in teacher training: teaching
microlessons in an "meiotic" language to remind
teachers of the frustrations involved when con-
fronted by an unfamiliar language.

The third workshop, "Nonverbal Language Cues
and Cross-Cultural Communication," involves a number
of activities designed to make tutors more conscious
of their own nonverbal behavior and to aliert tutors
to the importance of nonverbal behavior in daily
interaction. The hope is that tutors will both .

recognize cross-cultural differences; in this area
and seek to help tutees become more aware of the
rules of nonverbal behavior in their new language
community.

Even when such extensive activities are not
feasible, some useful basic guidelines can be
offered to tutors, Almost always, some mention is
made of'the importance of positive feedback. Tutors
hre trained to Oorrect mistakes without discouraging
eir tutees. Usually, the importance of not pa-

tronizing learners also receiWas emphasii, as well
as the importanOe of establishing an informal atmos-
phT3 in which learners feel comfortable.
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Providing Tutors with Specific Guidelines

In most cases, particular'characteristics of
tutees are known in advance, and training cab focus
on specific techniques and procedures that wi 11 make
tutors work more effectively. Sometimes, tutors sit
in on the second or foreign language classes in
whi2h their tutees are enrolled. This part of an
overall orientation can be very helpful in dem-
onstrating the abilities and characteristics of the
students the tutors will work with. Especially in
programs in which tutoring is intended to supplement
the course activities (and in which tutors willbe
working in close consultation with the classroom
teacher), tutord'need to be as familiar as possible
with what their tutees are doing in class and the
ways 'in which tutees respond to different classroom
events.

In other cases, specific suggestions can be
given for working with learners from a particular
cultural background. A good example of such guide-
lines-can be found in the tutors' handbook'("Peer
Tutoring ...," 1982) prepared by the Center for
Studies in English as a Second Language at Boulder
(Colo.) High School. Among the "guidelines for !MC-

, cessful tutoring" are the following:

Tb a Southeast Asian, the idea of "losing
face" often is unbearable. You may easily hurt the
feelings of a student if you are not careful.
Praise success and try to avoid failures.

Speak distinctly and ask occasional discreet
-questions to determine whether previous conversation
has been. understood. Many Southeast Asian and Latin
American youngsters are reluctant to admit that they4
don't understand something.

Many ethnic groups feel that it is not polite
for young people to look zat authority figures.
Don't expect stUdentA to "look you in the-eye"-when,
they speak to you.
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In many' cultures it is considered very rude
to touch another person on the shoulders or the
head. Show pleasure with a smile or word of praise
rather than with a pat on the back. (pp. 6-7)

Giving Tutors a Chance to Practice-Teach
or Tutor

The value of providing tutors with the oppor-
tunity to practide-teach or tutor is obvious. Both
for the tutors themselves and for supervisory per-
sonnel, it, is a way to ensure that the procedures
have been understood. For4tutors, it is a way to
overcome apprehensions about tutoring-and to bolslar
confidence in their ability to be effective with the
learners with whom they will be working.

Often, it is impractical to have tutors prac-
tice-teach with the learners they wi actually be
working with '(or with learners of a similar age or
level of proficiency). For this reason, microteach-,

ing and role-playing, in which tutors alternately
play the roles of tutor-add tutee with each other,
are widely used whenever some practice tutoring is
viewed as necessary. donstructive criticism by both
teachers and fellow tutors can make prospective
tutors more aware of their performance.

However extensive or limited preservice train-
ing"of tutors is, it is piobably most effective when
done over two or more training sessions. A reason-

)._ able interval between sessions allows prospective
peek teachers and tutors to think about what has
been presented to them and allows them time to eval-
uate their 'commitment to the program. ,Two hours of
training spread over three sessions is Ingeneral
more likely to be effective than a single two-hour
session,
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Before the beginning of a peer involvement
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program, tutees also should be made aware of the
purpose of the program and the reasons for which
they have been asked to participate. This is par- '

ticularly important in selective programs: that is,
when only some learners, in a class will receive peer
tutoring. It is also important for tutees to be
made aware of their responsibilities in the program;
in many programs, tutees are expected to keep
records of their attendance and to complete evalua-
tion fOrms on-a periodic basis. Tutees must also
know what procedures have been established to
resolve problems. In many situations, this orien-
tation can be efficiently handled at an initial
meeting lor both tutors and tutees.

While most of the orientation of tutees is
routine, there are situations in which this step
takes on special importance. The concept of peer
teaching and tutoring within the formal school
setting isunfamiliar to second language learners
from many cultures, and unless adequate measures are
taken to explain the program to tutees, the value of
the program may be seriously jeopardized.

A dramatic illustration of this liability is
given by Grant (1977), who reiprted on a very unsuc-
cessful attempt to introduce peer teaching in
American Samoa. Resistance to the notion of peer
teaching stemmed from two sources.. First, there .

were "ego conflicts" between tutors and learners
based on the participants' social background and
sex. Males did not like to be taught by females,
and students from families with high social status
resented being taught by more proficient students
from families with lower social status. In addi-
tion, there was a widespread reluctance among stu-
dente to view peersas capable of providing anything
of'valuel only the attention of the instructor was .

deemed worthy of respect.l

1

This seine problem- -the reluctance of students to
accept a peer teacher as a teacherwas one of
several factors. affecting the effort to institute
peer teaching as an important instructional compo-
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This initial and.often'diep-seated resistance
to the vay concept Of peer involvement is by no
means unique to American Samoa. In different de-,
grees, it exists in many communities as a by-product
of the traditional authbiity conferred on adults in ,

genera; and teachers in particular. Especially for
second language learners newly arrived in.a commul
nity, special efforts may have to be made to enlist
their cooperation as tutees in a peer involvement
program.

ORIENTATION OF TEACHERS,

Auttedon a program-wide basis, orientation and
trashing of teachers can be as crucial to the suc-
cess of peer teaching and tutoring as anything that
may be done to prepare the students themselves. The
basic premise of peer involvement--that much. of what
is ordinarily'done under the direction of ,a teacher
can=oe done equally well, and in some capes. more
effectively, by students themselves--isAifficult
for.fmany teachers to adjust to initially. In many
educational systems, teachers may be resentful of
any innovation that, as they perceive it, forces
them to relinquish control of the classroom or to
acknowledge that students can learn from other stu-
dents. Unless an effort is made to enlist the
cooperation of teachers, the value of a peer in-
volvement program will be seriously undermined.
Negative attitude's on the part of teachers will be
perceived by students who may in turn be unwilling

When peer teaching and tutoring is being insti-

nent in the Samoan Demonstration

Lung, 19/4), an adult education
provide disadvantaged adult
Hawaii with, the means to
apprenticeship .progrilMs.
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to commit themselves wholeheartedly to working with
and for their peetp.

Two additional difficulties must be anticipated
by program designers and coordinators. The.first is
that eveniteadhers who may be positively disposed to
the notion of.greater peer involvement may find it 'Is'

difficult to adopt the roles of facilitator, coun-
selor, and resource'Person, which they must play in
supervising peer-mediated classroom work and out-of-
class peer-tutoring. In,addition, teachers may 'fool
,overburdened by-any clerical tesponsibilitie4 they
may be expected to assume, on behalf of a cross-level
peer tutoring program.

SUPERVISION AND INSERVICE TRAINING OF TUTORS

Regardless of how thoroughly tutors have been
prepared for their' responsibilities before a program
begins, periodic consultation between tutors and
supervising teachers is an important element in main-
taining the quality of irtutoring program. A proce-
dure that allows for consultation between individual
tutors and a supervisor and for occasional meetings
of groups of tutors-and their' supervisor can Serve
three ,important functions. The first is providing
tutors with the opportunity to discuss, problems they
may be experiencing with their tutee(s). Even inN the best of circumstances, occasional problems with
individual tutees will arise, and reports of prob-
lems 0 tutors will often need to be discussed wi
the supervisor. In many cases, regular meetings
between tutors and the teacher(s) of the tutees may
be necessary in order to plan activities for sub-
sequent tutoring sessions, The supervisor may occa-
sionally need ,to consult with an individual tutor
about tutee dissatisfaction.

SeCond, occasional meetings between tutors and
their superviSOrs (or with the teachers of the

otutees) can be used to-provide...encouragement and
general suggestions. In small-scale programer these
meetings can be quite informal and'can take place
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between the superVisor or teacher and an individual
`tutor. What is'most important is that tutors
receive periodic Support; to,,train tutors and then
to leave them on their own ,i8 nott in the best
interests of'either the tUtOraethemseives or the
program. By contrast, favorable reports by teachers
on the progress'of their students can sustain tutor
morale and help maintain their ,interest in their
work.

Third, meetings involving groups of tutors with
the supervisorAiaor teachers can be useful in a
number of ways'; that, as much as anything else, main-

tain and increase the overall quality of the pro-'
' gram. Tutors can share successful activities and
techniques with each other; difficulties can be dis-
cussed. In the latter case, one 'tutor may be able
to Suggest a solutiton td another, but even When thi
does not happen, the reagzation that' all tutors are
encountering both successand difficulty can help
eachtutor put his or her own performance in a
proper perspective. Periodic group Meetings can
also-be used to continue activities that were first'
presented in the preservice training or to introduce
new activities as the need arises. finally, it May . .

be useful to provide tutors with a block' of time
during which they can work as a group to' plan activ-
ities for tutoring sessions such as communication
exercises, games, and so forth.

It is always difficult. to schedule meeting'
time, particularly for group meetings. While pro-
gram supervisors Must-also be careful not tommks
excessive demands on tutors' time, they must recog-
nise that stimillating interaction among tutors and
providing for consultation between tutors 'and their

supervisors can be instrumental in maintaining tutor
enthusiasm, teacher support,. and program. quality.

4

1

MATERIALS

The materials and activities used in a cross-
level peer tutoring program will of course vary
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according to the age, proficiency level, program
goals, and target language of the partejigiketts.
While it.is,:not possible,to'argue the merits of
materials independently of the/program in which they
are to be used, it may nonetheless be useful to
categorize the materials as follows.

Classroom, Text, Materials

In some programs, students will teach or tutor
other students usiag the same materials as the
tutees use in their language claisroom. Tutoring
sessions review and reinforce material already
covered in class.

Supplementary Material

Exercises and activities that are based
directly on classroom work and that provide tutees
with additional opportunity to learn what has been
covered in class are often, used in peer tutoring.
Frequently, teachers haves todents do only some of a
number of exercises in the Otxt on a particular
teaching point) those that are not done in class,
either for lack of time or when it is felt that most
students have learned the point being taught, can be
used in peer tutoring sessions, especially with stu-
dents who need additional practice in order to keep
up with faster students.

Expansion and Independent Materiald
and Activities'

Materials and activities in this category would
include communication games and tasks, self-
contained teaching units, and realia that take stu-
dents beyond the material actually covered in 'class
or that demand of learners that they use what they

6have learned in new ways.

In deciding to base peer teaching or tutoring
sessions on one or. another kind of material, program
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coordinators and teachers must also decide how to
provide tutors with acces16 to materials; in the case
of the latter two categoriesf decisions about devel-,
oping appropriate materials may also come into play:

p

In the case of classroom text materials,
tutors must have ready access to the,materials. The
easiest solution would be to have enough copies of
the text so that each tutor could have a personal
copy for as long as he or she is tutoring. Where
this is not possible, at least some, copies of the
text should be made available for tutors to consult

in planning tutoring sessions (even when the content
of the tutoring session will be determined by the
'teacher).

-o For supplementary and expansion materials,
teacheri should seek alternatives to taking sole
responsibility for providing such materials. -One
approach is for two or more participating teachers.
to pool. their resources. !Students themselves can in
many cases share responsibil4y for designing and
creating materials: supplementarlt.drills,' games,
realia, and so on.

In the interschool peer-teaching program de-
ftribed by Mahn (see pp. 91-94), tutors spent the
academic quarter preceding the beginning of the
program designing teaching units. These were then
placed in a central file accessible to all tutors.
Yrutors'can also be encouraged to write up any activ-
ity or exercise they have 'designed during their
tutoring experience to ,add to the file. In addi-
tion, tutors can be assigned' the task of going
through one or more sources of activities for pair
and small-group work and to bring particularly'

attractive ideas to the attention of the entire
staff 4examples of sources are given in Chapter .2).
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EVALUATION

Systematic evaluation of a cross-level peer
tutoring program by Tutors and tutees alike is im-
portant for a number of reasons. First, reports on
student progress may be used by teachers to deter-
mine the content `of subsequent tutoring sessions as
well as to gauge the benefits the program is pro-
viding. Reports by tutors and tutees can also
provide the kind of information that administrators,
parents, and advisors expect about a new program.
For the program coordinator, reports from partici-
pants are an essential source of information about
what is working and what needs to be changed.

In large peer-teaching and -tutoring programs,
tutors and tutees regularly complete progress report
forms, questionnaires, or journals in which they
evaluate their own progress and the performance' of
their peer partners. Even in small programs, the use
of short progress report formi is recommended as a
supplement to informal 'consultation between tutors
and their supervisors or between tutees and their
classroom teacher. Miny students feel more comfort-
able expressing their' feelings on a written form,
as long, as the, form is not too long or tedious. In
addition, the use of ',mitten evaluations makes prog-
ress reporting easier toconduct on a regular baiis
and simplifies the recordkeeping process.

Reports by, tutors should include information

about the performance of the tutee (s) and the bone -"
A fits of the program for the tutors themselves.

Tutees should also be asked to evaluate both their
tutors' performance and their Own progrese. In this
way, a fuller picture of/ the value of the program in
the eyes of the participants can be obtained, and
the functioning of individual.pairings or groupings
can be better understood.

Progress reports or questionnaires to be
4 completed 111 tutors can address some pr all of the

following questions:

.4o Do the tutees arrive on time and attend
sessions regularly?
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Do the tutees appear to be interested in the'
sessions? Are they cooperative? Do they partici-
pate actively? *

Have tOe tutees been making progress? Can
the ta0es and activities be completed as planned?

What deficiencies have been most detrimental
to the tutoring. sessions? In what erase do tutees
appear to need additional help?

How do tutors rate their own performance?
What do they perceive as their greatest strengths
.and weaknesses? Are there any aspects of their par-
ticipation with which they do not feel'comfortable?

Do tutees appear to enjoy the sessions? Do
the tutors themselves enjoy the sessions?

, In a similar mannert tutee reports can deal
with several different questions:

'Do the tutors create a cosfortable learning
environment for students?

Are tutors adequetely prepared for each
.

session? Are the sessions well-planned? Are the
tutors effective in helping students understand what
they are to do and in providing appropriate
assistance?

Do the tutors seem interested in the progress
of their students? What are their strengths and
weaknesses?

Do the tutees feel that they are making
progress? What do they feel would help enhance the
value of the tutoring sessions?

Do tutees enjoy the sessions? Do they feel
that peer tutoring is an effective format for lan-
guage learning?

.
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Which of these areas are addressed, and how
they are phrased, will of course vary from program
to program. Tutor reports completed after each ses-
sion will 'tend to focus more on the actual content .

of the sessions (and thus,provide more of a log of
Activities and material covered); reports completed
biweekly or monthly will tend to be more broadly
evaluative in niture.. The wording of the ,questions
on an evaluation form must of course be carefully
geared to the age and ability level of the parti#i-
pants; in general, however, evaluation forms should'
allow for Oomments,, in addition to ,any "limited-,,
option" items (08/no, multiple choice, or'soaleA)
that may appear on the forms.

Three sample progress report /evaluation forms
are provided in Figures 5.1-3. Forms such as these,
adapted to the needs of a program and used on a regi-
ular basis, can provide valuable information'about:
the strengths and weaknesses of the program itielt,
as well as the performance of program participants.'

A PLANNING CHECKLIST FOR
PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT

In developing a cross-level peer involvement

program, a checklist of tasks to be completed can be
useful. The sample checklist in Figure $.4 can be
used.as presented, or it can be modified to suit the
needs of any particular school setting. In either
case, the tasks need not be done in the order
listed, and program designers should feel.free to
combine two.or more tasks wherever appropriate.
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Tutor; Session Date:

Number of students attending:

Summary of activities:*

Unsatis-
Evaluation of session:.' factory

Satii-

factory

Student interest 1 2 3 4 5

Cooperation 1 2 3 4 5

Student performance 1 2 3 4 5

Tutor's self-evaluation 1 2 3 4 5

OVerall usefulness of
tutoring session 1 2 3 4 5

Comments:

*If tutors have been given a lesson plan to follow,
they may peed only to note deviations or omissions
from.thetplanned activities.

Figure 561. Session report (submitted by tutor to
classroom teacher). /
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CONVERSATIONAL GROUP EVALUATION FORM
(Prepare at and of ten hours)

Student's Name:

Tutor:

I

Evaluation:

3 01 "good"

2 41 "fair"

1 - "poor`'

Section:

Cooperation and consideration
for tutor and group

Interest in activity and conversation ( )

Attended sessions regulatly ( )

Effort to speak. . ( )

Progress 'irk speaking ( )

Comments on student if desired:

4

Figure 5.2. 'Tutor report form.

note. Takejn from Conerly. (1080, p. 126)., The
Conversati4n Tutor Ptogram in which this form is.
used 4s. de8cribed on pp. 78-81.
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( Student s name )

Date(s) of session(s)

Please shower the questions below.
.

1. Did you enjoy your tutoring
session(s)7 YES. SOMETIMES '110

2. Was ,?our tutor prepared and

orgainized? YES SOMETIMES NO

I

3. Do you feel that you have

leOmed,from your session(s)? YES SOMETIMES NQ

4. Wes your tutor help you

feel comfortable about the
tutoring sessions? YES SOMETIMES NO

5. Were the activities
enjoyable? YES SOMETIMES NO

What did you like beat about the session(s)?

What did you lik2Aeast about the session(s)?

Are you satisfied with your own
performance in the sessions? YES NO

0

Figure 5.3. Questionnaire for students,.

Notu. Based on Koskinen and Wilson (1982, p. 95),
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Task Completeda

Select a coordinator (or establish a
coordinating system)

Identify needs and resources
Establish initial program go9le
Enlist support of teacher, adminis-

trators, parents, advisors
Recruit tutors.:

Develop a recruitment strategy

(including publicity and
compensation 'to be offered)

Establish- selection procedure; :
;

Determine Initial' program. design:
Content of tutoring sessions

(including materials required)4'i
Length of tutoring sessions

. scheduling of sessions

Pairing or grouping .procedures
Teacher involvement
Tutor, tutee, and teacher

responsibilities
Administrative procedures

(including record-keeping,
consultation with tutors, and
progress reporting)

Provide for acquisition, development,
and storage of. materials

PreserviCe training of tutors
Orientation of tutees
Orientation of participating teachers
Inservice training. of tutors
Program evaluations

a
A check or "X" can be used to indicate that a task
has been completed; an "N.A." can be used for tasks
that are not applicable to a particular program.

Figure 5.4. A planning checklist for program
development.

Note. This 4s an adapted version of a "Checklist
for Administrators " /in Koskinen and Wilson (1982,
p. 104).
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[SUMMARY: THE BENEFITS OF PEER INVOLVEMENT))

In many ways, greater involvement of.peers in each
other's learning can provide a' rich and productive
supplement*to the second or foreign languagd\class-
room experience. Peer involvement casttleakners
and their teachers into new roles- -roles that mey
lead to a number of pedagogical and other benefits.
At the same time, peer teaching and tutoring can
enrich the total educational and social environment
in which learners find' themselves.

In this section, the pedagogical, social, and
affective benefits of peer,involvement are summar-
ized. First, however, it cannot be overemphasized
that peer involvement is not a panacea. All too
often, an educatiolpl Practice that solVes some
problems is promoted as a soLution'to all problems.
This is as true of peer teaching and tutoring as it
is of any other eduCational practice.- Not all ben-.
efits will result from every experiment in peer
teaching and tutoring. SometimesA-especially wilt') a
per involvement program is poorly conceived or in-
adequately administeredprecisely the opposite of
what is, hoped for may result. In Many ways, how-
ever, peer involvement can do much to enrich learnn
ers' experience of the conventional classroom.

PEDAGOGICAL BENEFITS OF PEER INVOLVEMENT

. Increased Individualization

Peer tutoring allows for differential pacing.
Students. who master material more'slowly can receive.
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additional exposure to material through individual
or small-group work with a tutor. The remedial
benefits of peer involvement have been widely
observed; a consistent finding of research on peer
tutoring is that tutees often, acquire skills that
they could not or would not acquire in the conven-
tional classroom setting (Sarbin, 1976).

Intensified Drill Practice

When peer involVement is used primarily to
reinforce language classroom drills, students
obtain, in purely arithmetic terms, considerably
more practice opportunities than are available in
the classroom itself. All students potentially
benefit from increased practice in skill-getting
abtivities. Those students who find the large-
group, public, and sometimes"competitive nature Of
the classroom intimidating are likely to find peer
tutoring especially helpful.

Increased Communication Opportunities

Peer involvement can especially helpful in
developing learners' abilit to "use" the target
language. The structute of the conventional
classroom, as well as. the authoritative role that
most teachers play in classroom activity, makes
attempts at "real" communication in the language
classroom somewhat inauthentic. The more intimate
nature of small-group or one-to-one peer tutoring,
the more equal role relationship that exists between
age-peers, and the ftcus of peer tutoring on the
heeds of the individual learner or small group all
produce an environment cvduciVe to communicative
activity. An environment\that stimulates and
encourages language acquisition ieloptered by peer.
tutoring, which is "interactive,,risponsive, depen-
dant on supportive, encouraging human beings. Who
believe the function of a message is far more impor
tant than the form'in which it is sent" (Uiauel:
1980, p. 43).
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SOCIO-AFFECTIVE BENEFITS OF PEER INVOLVEMENT

Increased Motivation

Research on beer. interaction (e.g., Beach,
1974; Littlejohn, 1982) argues for the value of pee?

\
involvement' in increasing motivation. Profi ient
peers are excellent target-language role models for
learners: When a beginning foreign language leirner
j.nteracts with a More proficient learner, the begin-
ner comes into closer contact with someone who has
undergone frustrations similar to thoise the beginner
may be experiencing. The more proficient learner

.

provides vivid evidence,that the learner's goals are
attainable, and the result is often increased moti-
vation to persevere. In some'cases, the result of a
.peer tutoring program hat been a reduction in course
attrition.

Even when'it is used only on an occasional in-
class basis, peer tutoring techniques can inject
variety into classroom activity and relieve the
boredom and monotony of teacher-centered instruction

(Statman, 1980), and thus maintain a.hiqher level of
..,,,, student motivation.

Strengthened Cross-Cultural Understanding

One of the greatest potential benefits of peer
involvement programs in which,native speakers and
language learners interact is the greater respect
add tolerance that each group develops toward the
other. Peer involvement programs can Ilia valuable
means for fostering meaningful contact between
grout* and are often the basis of important social
contact and friendships.

In addition to helping establish social bonds
.

between native speakers and learners peer involve-
ment can reduce tensions that already exist and
promote an institution-wide spirit of cooperation.
When students are involved in the. progress of
others, a cooperative, rather.than a competitive,
atmosphere is produced. This advantage can have
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ramifications far beyond any single classroom, as
Elliott (1973) points out:

Perhaps the most compelling reason for
the use of students as tutors is to change
the social/psychological climate of the
chool from individual competitiveness to
ncern for each other. The basis of this

concern must be the individual's ability
to be aware of another person's feelings
and the meaning of what he" says and does.
There must be recognition that each person
has a place, that his ideas are valued and
,his.feelings relevant, (p. 538)

Strengthened Self-Concept and
Sense of Self- Direction

One of the most acclaimed benefits of peer
involvement is its effect on both tutees' and
tutors' self-concept and self-direction. For
tutees, systematic interaction with peers can do
much to counteract the dependence on a teacher that
traditional instructor-centered. classrooms tend to
breed. Tutees benefit from the experience of com-
municating (or at least working toward communica-
tion) with a peer model specifically concerned with
their progress in the target language. The activi-
ties on Whi.cH many peer involvement programs are
based allow learners greater. opportunity to discover
how they themselves s-learn best and how they can use
the skills they have already acquired. Finally,,
peer involvement programs tend to cause learners to

6. measure their progress against their own expecta-
tions and goals, rather *Ian against the performance
of an entire group. of. *mere.

An equally important benefit of peer involve-
ment is the effect produced on the tutor. _ Quite. .

simply, one learns a great deal in helping another
to learn. In a review of research on cross-age
tutoring, Sarbin. (1970, reports that/ in many oases,
tutors' academic performance improved as much as, or
more than, that of tutees. It is easy to understand
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this phenomenon. One need onl remember how often
teachers say with complete seriousness that they
learned More from teaching a,coOrie than their stu-
dents ,could ever,havelearneb, no matter how"well
the course had been taught..'Ltke Amil other kind of
teaching, peer teaching and tutoring 'require much
more thoughtful attention to the Subject matter than
is often required of Students in a largeteacher-
4entered classroom. liirthermOVe,, responsibility for

.

1.he learning o9lhother 4tudent can provide a focus.
'f8r ectutor's own. learning efforts:,

In many cases, the speeifio needs of the
tutee can help direct the learning:efforts
Of the tutor,, since ih the procesiof
helping he gains immediate access .to the
tutee's needs and his ability and re-
sources to meet them. The realization
that another student is depending on him
for assistance and, indeed, isometimes for
eurvival in the course gives him the stim
'ulus he needs to redirect his .own learning
efforts. (Heard, 1972,.p.'318)

Reduced Inhibition

widely observed benefit of peer involvement
is it& particular value for students who are uncom-
fortable in the large - group, "public" claisroom.
Learners who are inhibited by the dominating figure
of the teacher 'or by the presence of a large number
of classmates often opdn up in the more intimate,
'nurturing atmosphere of small-group or one-to-one
peer interaot:on. When a learner interacts with a
native-speaker peere'peer tutoring can be an "ice-

, breaker" for es dishing acquaintanceships with
other native ars of the language.

It was .at the beginning of this volume
that peer inv nt in language learning is an
idea ti come. \This view As supported by
research, and justif ad even more by the num-,
bee of'successful attempts to make language learners
More regponsible for eacl ether's progress than cap 0
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be the case in the conventional teacher- centered

classroom. In an era when the 'language-teaching

profession is more conscious than ever of `the need
to consider alternatives to the traditional class-
room, peer involvement, may be a cornerstone of a new
teacher-learner relationshipiand the basis for more
effectiVe and meaningful second and foreign language
learning.
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(APPENDIX; A SUMMARY OF RESEARCH ON PEER INVOLVEMBNT
IN LANGUAGE'_ LEARNING)

-6

This Section summarizes the findings of several
f studies' that have investigated the 'effects of peer.
involvement in language learning under controlled
conditions. That is, each stud// involved systematic
observation of the peer tutoring process, systematic
measurement of outcomes, or both.. This review is in
no way meant to be comprehensive; even the small
number of studios reviewed here, however, reflect a
variety of resiearch, approaches to the problem of
assessing the effects of peer involvement.

Two notes of caution should be introduped.
Tirpt, as is inevitable in summaries such as this,
many of 'the details of the individual studies have
been omitted, Readers can obtain's much clearer
understanding of the rationale of the' studies and
the procedures used by consulting, the studies beg)-

. selves. Second, the findings of the studies offer
only initial answers to the questions. they pose.
Indivtdus+4,y and collectively, these studies repre-
sent a first step toward a lore precise understand -
kng of the effects of peer involvement in second and

flforeign language learning.

An early attempt to study the effects of peer
tutoringin language learning was Langr's (1973)
study of beginning-level college Spanish students.
One of three existing sections of the beginning
Spanish course at the University of Minnesota-Duluth
was designated as the experimental group; the 'other
two sections,became the control group. The treat-
ment consisted of help that the researcher provided
to the experimental group in organizing and sched-
uling out-of-class peer-tutoring sessions. These
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sessions were entirely voluntary; they were supple-
ments to classroom contact time. (which was uniform
for all three sections,, each.of which was taught by
the same three teachers on a rotating basis) and in
no way figured into the grading system of the
course. Except for periodic encouragement that the
"experimental" group received to maintain these peer
1,tutoring relationships, the treatment extended no
further; neither the content nor the procedures of
,the tutoring'sessions were controlled.

Langr's study provided some evidence for the
value of peer.involveme t. ,Subjects in the expert-

Sidmental section spent a n of,10 09 hours in peer
interaction during the a emit quhrter during which
the experiment was conducted. By contrast, students
in the control group Spent an. average of only 2.44
hours in student -initiatediout -of -classroom peer

, work. Only on the oral prbduction Achievement post-
test did the expe'rimental students perform signifi-
cantly better (p .05) than the control group;

.

.however, on ten of the 11 criterion measures--
composite score of five progress tests given during
the course of the quarter, scores on each of five
posttreatment achievemeht tests, and gain scores;
imetest to posttest,(,on each of the five achievement
4.ests-; -the mean of the experithental group was higher
than that of the control group. A

4
The studies 'under review hire present mixed,

though not necessarily conflicting, evidence'on the
affecti4and.Attitudinal effects of peer tutorinj.
Langr's experiMental secticm engaged'in purely
voluntarysond'etudent-Ideveloped peer tutoring for
four times as many hours' as the.control"sections,
which received no encouragement to organize peer
tutoring. This differenoe-sr evests that thexperi-
mental Students must have pe ceived some benefit,tc
such sessions and experienced some enjoyment ttpm
them. The results of a student opinion measure
given after the experiment suggest; however, that
their interest may have been largely instrumental;
the attitude of the experimental students *toward
Spanish and the course they were taking was nt, more
positive than that of the Control stpdente. .
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A very diffiront approach to the study 'of the
effects of per involvement from that used by Lang!
can be seokikinStryker's (1975) study of patterns of
use ofIrrench'and English in verbal per interac-.
tions at the Washington International School.
Strykerse'research on peer interactions was part of
a three-level investigation of the iociolingUistic'

.

41Mronment of the school, which was founded in 1966
to provide bilingual education for children in the
international community of .Washington, b.C.,tas well
as. for lbcal families.' At the macrosociolinguiic
level, the focus was on the principles of the school
regarding language use, its academic structures and
organization'. At the "midsociolinguiWtic" level,
the researcher investigated the linguistic expecta-
tions, curricula, and schedules of a single second- `
to-third-grade yllassroom in the school. Dyadic peer .

interactions involving five limited7English students
were the basis of the thiid level of analysis, the
micronociolinguistic level.

Whereas Langris research, was product-oriented
--focusing on the results of peer interaction--
Stryker's study is.process-centereds through both
participant and nonparticipant observation, Stryker.
sought to determine the nature of the lakgee envi-
ronment in' which peer pairs interacted and the char-

,

acteristics and evolution of the peer interactions,
themselves. Stryker hypothesized that in this.
bilingual. school environment, limited-English
student§ would speak the language used by their
role-reciprocals, subject to (a) the linguistic ex-
pectations in the situation, (b) the dominantlan-
guage of their peer group, and (c) theft competence
in the language.

The general principle on which the Washington
International School was based was complete two -way
bilingualism. This was he expectation fair all stu-
dents, and it was reflected in the use ofdle two
languages (French and EnglL'eh or Spanish and Eng-
lish) on alternate days. At the macro level, one
can think of the school as constituting an experi-
mental treatment,.at'least metaPhorically:, by con-
trast with the status of French (or Spanish) in the
conventional whole-school context. At'the midsooio-
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linguistic level the single classroom observed),
however, there were already signs of a conflict;
while English and French were to be used exclusively
on alternate days, Engliahthe dominant' language of
the majority of the- itudents -"intruded" on peer
interactions in the classroom on days when French
was to be used exclusively, although the reverse--
the use of French in peer interactions in.the
classroom on days. when English was to be vsed - -did
not Occur.

This tendency for English to be used in peer
interactions was even more pronounced in out -of -
class interactions. Regardless of the child's lan-
guage background, once the child knew both English
and French, he or she would use English everywhere
except.in the /tench classroom, when required to
speak French by the teacher. Furthermore, outside
of the French classroom, /tench was used between
peers only in dyads isolated from the group and when
both speakers ''had & French background or pne was new
to English; however', even in such French-speaking
dyads, the bilingual, speaker would begin, after a
few monthslito use" English in reply to the new-
comer's French.

Johttson (1980) studied the effects on second
language \acquisition of peer tutoring in a seven -
week bilingual summer program at Stanford Univer-
sity's exprbmental school. Her subjects were 16
limited-English-speaking (LES) Mexican-American
children and 18 fluent English-speaking (FES) chil-
dren. The childr n ranged from five to. nine years ,

of age. A Matghe pairs experimental design was
used; the LES chil en were siatched' on "a composite

score of English language proficiency and initial
amount of interaction with FES, children. One child

fin each limited-English pair was then randomly
assigned to the.treatment group; the other was
assigned to the control group. The FES children
were matched on age; and "sex and were then randomly
assigned to either the expeitimental or pontrol,
group.

The experimental treatment involved a total of
14 one -hoer peer tutoring sessions in which an LES
Child was paired with an FES child. The purpose of
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the tutoring was to provide social Contact between
children of the two ethnolinguistic groups and to
provide the LES .children with successful experiencei
communicating in Engli.sh. Children the control
group did the same activities as th, se in the peer
tutoring sessions, but theylwere done in large....

group, teacher-directed, one. -hour eeisions. Teach
ere in this summer program aiternaed weekly between
the treatment and control groups; An this way, their
potential effect ,on the performanCe ct,either group
was controlled.

Two .hypotheses were investigated.. The first
was"the expectation that LES children would, as a
reqult of their peer tutoring. experience, interact
verbally with FES children More,than the LES
ildren who had participated in the:large-group,
teacher-directed sessions. It was also predicted
that there would be a'pooitive corregation between
frequency of verbal interaction with ,FES children
and gains in English language proficiency by LES
children. A-

. Following the treatment period,,, Johnson ob-
served her subjects from both the experimental and
control groups during periods when the subjects were
free to interact with children of their choice in
the language of their Choice. A special'obOrva.-
tional instrument- -the Language Use and Interaction
System (LUIS)' -was used to record the setting in
which the interaction took place, characteristics of
the addressee, the language used, and the spepific
nature of utterances. Each subject was observed
individually for 20 to 40 minutes a week.

Analysis of the data from these observations .

showed that the LES children who had participated in
',,peer tutoring Sessions interacted in English with
.,FES childrSn to a greater degree'than the LES chil-
dren in the control group. ,

The subjects in Johnson's study were pre,- and
\posttested-on three measures of English language
Orofidiency: the Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test,
the Language Assessment Scales, and the Child - Child'
Communication Test. Only on the first of these did
the, eXperimental group --'4.he children who had engaged
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in peer tutoring-- signifi
control group'''.

August,* (1982) in s

peer teaching, descri..d
in such a waysas to , rmit
of peer in raction.bn the
English an Spanish. The
consisted of 30 one-hour
The contra

ntly outperform the

anion of reciprocal
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ination of the effect
isition of both
mental treatment.
ring sessions.
the experiment

n

exa
acq
exper

peer to
, group in each part

consisted lof a group of.children) o were receiving
conventional second language instr ction (the Distar
Language /Program).

The main issues the study addr seed were,
first, the effect of peer tutoring (in the amount of
interaction between children acquiripg a second
language and fluent peer speakers of the language
and, second, the relationship between\7mount of
interaction with native-speaker peers and second
language acquiSition.

August measured the frequency and proportion of
the target language used by the limitedf-English and
limited-Spanish subjects in' two setting --in ,free
play and in estructured situation (the latter con-
siati g of a block-building task in whic one
exper menta or control subject--either
Bngli h or a limited-Spanish child--two luent fng-
lish-Speaking children, and two bilingual childten
particapated). It was found that in the tructOred
setting the limited-English children who had
received the experimental treatment (30 ore -hour
peer tutoring sessions 'in which" the less proficient
child has served as a' tutor) interacts& with fluent
English speakers to a greater extent than children
from the control group. By contrast, the peer
tutoring sessions failed to increase the amount of
Spanish that the limited-Spanish subjects used with
their peers.,

The Johnson. (1980) and August (1982) findings
are loosed on observations following or concurrent
with an experimental treatment; they are thus :of a
somewhat different 'nature from the Stryker (1975)
data. In Stryker's study, the prkerence for
Enllte'as the language of dyadic peer interaction
appears to stem from the at Eilish was the .
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dominant language of, a majority of children in the
classrooM that the researcher observed. The rela-
tionship between individual peer interactions and
the larger sociolinguistic context Mby help to
explain the findings of ,Johnson and'Aiwust--in par-
ticular, the results of the August (1982) study, in
which peer tutoring affected the amount of interac-
tion in:Ehglish between. limited-English children and:
fluent' Engliih-speaking children but not the amount
of interaction between limited-Spanish children and
fluent Spanish-speaking children. It ley well be
that the effectiveness of peer tutoring in promoting
greater use of the target language dependi on the
language use patterns in the larger sociolinguistic
context. In other words, peer tutoring may be more
productive in some situations than in others.

This is the conclusioh of Chesterfiel0,
Chesterfield, Hayes-Latimer, and Chavez (1983), who
studied the interactional patterns of 11 Spanish-
speaking preschool children enrolled intwo differ-N
ent bilingual programs., In one program, classrooms
had a majority of Spanish-speaking children; in the
other, there Was a majority of English-speaking
children in the classrooms. As a result of their
observation of these 11 subjects over the course of
we year, the researchers reached this following
abnclusion:

Once limited English ;weaken; achieve. a
minimal level of competence the lin-,

guistic composition of the, class should be
'taken into consideration in determining
the most. effective means of facilitating
these children's acquisition. of English.

In classrooms where English speaking chilrt
dren predominate, interactions with these
children were found to be ea factor in the
acquisition of English by limited speakers
'of that language. Hence, teachers in such
classrooms might promote!, peer interaction

by structuring some learning activities as
cooperative taSks to be workid-on.by

linguistically heterogeneou0Aroulle of
children. where a balance of, ,limited
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English..speaking children and English-

speaking'children exists, ohil1ren of dif-
ferent language proficiencies might be
paired to- ork on individual tasks. In
classrooms made up largely of limited-
English speakers,,on the other hand, the-
children's second language development
might be best facilitated through.learning
activities that emphasize adult-child
interactions. (p. 417)

Sapiens (1982) studied the cognitive and affec-
tiVe effects of peer tutoring involving both fluent
bilthgual and English monolingual Chicano tutors.
The tutors were an high-achieving tenth graders;
the 'tutees were partial bilin?jual Chicano tenth
graders who had been classified (according to CAT
grade-equivalent scores) as loW achievers. LangUage,
proficiency for tutors and tutees was determined by
scores on the BOLT-Spanish and BOLT-English. In
all, 20 same-sex pairs participated in the'study.

The peer, tutoring consisted of three 15-Minute
lessons on latitude and longitude. An adaptation of
the Bellack, Kliebard, Hyman, and Smith (1966)
system for analyzing verbal interaction was used to
code the function and content of verbal interactions
in the'sessions (which had been audiotaped and tranr
scribed). Crtterion-referenced test were given to
assess the effectiveness of peer tutoring sessions.
The goal of the study was to determine which peer
tutoring relationships were most closely lifiked to
learning effectiveness .and what chdacteristics of
the tutoring sessions themselves might be related too,
the success of the sessions.

This study is noteworthy also for making peer
pairing a central issue. In other studies, subjects
are often matched on certain variables, with the
effect of precluding certain comparison.): for
example, between same-sex and different-sex peer
pairings. At any rate, sample sizes are in general
too small to permit a valid comparison of the
effects of different pairings:

The principa comparison examined by Sapiens.
Was.between Engliiih monolingual Chicano tutors and
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fluent bilingual Chicano tutors working. with partial
bilingual Chicano tutees. As measured by criterion
referenced instruments, the students tutored by the
bilingual tutors showed significantly more growth
than those who had monolingUal tutors. Sapiens'
analysis of the tutoring sessions themsilves pro-
vides.a number of insights that might help explain
these results. While tutors were ip general much
more verbally active ''than the"tuteet--the tutors
accounted for 67%' of all'pedagogical moves and 92%
of all initiating moves- -the tutees with bilingual
tutors'were donsidfrably more active in their dyads
than their counterparts with monolingual tutors; 4,

tutees with bilingual tutors made 60% Of all tutee
moves. This-more.active role by to ,flies with bilin-
gual -tutors reflects their use of English in the
tutoring sessions;, it is'important to note that
fewer than, 1% of all moves in the sessions involving
bilingual tutors were in Spanish.

Sapient; found no'other Significant differences:
Male and female dyads performed comparably, and
there was no evidence in favor of a more structured
approach to the tutoring sessions. Similarly, no
significant differences on the measures used to
assess attitudinal outcomes.between' tutees 'with
monolingual tutors and those with bilingual tutors
were found, despite the fact that the latter had 0

made considerably greater cognitive gains.
The relative ,effectiveness of peer and teacher

evaluation of compositions written by ESL students
was the focus of a study by Partridge (1981). She
was principally concerned with the value of peer
involviMent as a.techniqUe, rather than with.its
general contribution to Second language acquisition'
or cognitive growth. Twelve ESLstadehts enrolled
in a composition course for foreign students at the..
University of Hawaii, provided the original drafts
and rewritten essays tor*the study. The original
drafts'and rewritten essays from six writing, assign-
manta given over a period of several'weeks were cho-
sen by the researcher for rating by a total of six.
native-speaker judges.. Three of'the six originals

. for each student }dad been'corrected by the teacher
(the experimenter) ; the other three originals of
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each student had been corrected by one of the
students' peers..

Each judge received a total of 72 essays to
judge: the, originals and the rewrites for all six
assignments for each of six students. They were
given no information about the identity of the stu-
dents, wbether the essay Was an original or a
rewrite).orlwhether peer or teacher correction had
been'used. The raters used a holistic analytic
scale that was regularly used to, evaluate com-
positions in the English Language Institute at the
University of Hawaii.

/he ratings assigned by the judges were ana-
lyzed to determine the relativeeffectivenesslof
peer and teacher rorrectIon as means to imi;rove
the original drafts of.compositions written by ESL
Audents. Results showed that the rewritten ver-
sions, taken collectively, were judged'to be.of
Significantly higher quality than the original
drafts. .However, the teacher-corrected original
drafts were much more instrumental in this improve-
ment than the peer-corrected drafts. A comparison'
of each original with its reWitten version showed
that each of the three rewrites based on teacher
corrections was judged significantly better than its
riginalt onlytontrotthe three rewrites based on

''Itafoeer corrections was rated as significantly better.
than'its original. It Should be noted, however,
that interrater agreement in this experiment, while
judged acceptable by the experimenter, was fac,loWer
than what is normally expected to indicate' adequate
interrater reliability.

Partridge administered two questionnaires to 16*
students in. the- composition class from which the
teacher-.and peer-borrected compositions were taken
for her study. 'Most of the Students felt the)
learned something from correcting their peers' corn-
positions,. The majority claimed that they enjoyed
having their own compositions corrected by their
peers, although students tended tosenjoy correcting
the compositions of others more than having their
'own compositions corrected. Nonetheless, thefstu-
dents.felt, in general, that their teachers' com-
ments weie'more'useful than their peers04 The
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)conclusion seemed to be that the students were not
so convinced of the value ofiheir peers' correc-
tioni that they would rely arTS, more heavily than
previously on the advice and recommendations of
their fellow language learners..

The Fitz-Gibbon and ReaY (1982) study of cross-
level (intergrade) tutoring in French (described on
pp. 86-88) provides the most striking evidence in
support of peer tutoring. The 11 low-achieving
fourth-year tutors had scored a mean of 28.9 61CRe-:
60-item teekithat was administered before and after
the experiment; the 251ligh-achieving fourth-year
French students Who. served as a comparison group had
4 mean of 44.2..' The tutees, who had had no previous
formal instruction 41:n French, had a mean score of
5.0 on the same pretest measure,

The treatment consisted of six 30-minute ses-.
Ahons over a period of three.weeks. At the end of
the period, posttest scores shoWed several. striking
results. The. tutors themselves had a mean posttest
score of 41.4, only slightly'less than the mean pre-
testAcore of the high-achieving students. The
tutees had a mean posttest score of 28.7. In other 'V

words, after just Six Sessions of peer.tutoring they
had sCdredr, on average, as high as the tutors had
originally scored. Even more impressive, perhaps,
was the longer-terfo effect of these sessions:

44-

Some four months later, having occasion-
ally encountered some of the topics which
had been tutoreb but still having had no
formal instruction except from tutors,
tuteeirwere given the .same test again, um-

' announced. They achieved an average score
of 50% (raw mean, 30.3), showing excellent
retention. In short, in six lessons the
tutees had learned the materials up to the
original level of the tutors/ a gain which
was still evident four months later..

41)t

.

As Fitz-Gibbon and Rea(1982)' point out, it is
difficult to measure enjoyment ot'a.Oeer tutoring

O
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experience. It is even more difficult to assess. the
longer-term affective and attitudinal effects of
such an experience, except indirectly through such
measures as attrition rated and Statements of
willingness to engage in further peer tutoring
experiences.

.The strongest evidence of, an effect of peer
tutoring on attitudes, however, comes from the
Fitz- Gibbon and Reay experiment. Based on the way
tutors and their high-achieving, fourth-year peers
(who were in essence a control group) ranked their
schOol subjects .in .order of preference before and
after the'tutoring project, the.tutoring experience
can. be seen as having significantly'changed the
tutors' attitude toward French. By the,end of the
experiencei they ranked French almost exactly as did
their high-achieving, fourth-year peers. In fact,
sthe tutors' attitudes toward. French improved con-
siderably more than the tutees', lending further
support to the argument that peer involvement pro-,
vides benefits.for those'Who do the tutoring as well
as for those who receive it.
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